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Abstract
With the proliferation of data, and the increased use of Bayesian networks as
a statistical modelling technique, the expectations and demands on Bayesian
networks have increased substantially. In this text we explore novel tech-
niques for performing exact inference with Bayesian networks, in an efficient,
stable and scalable manner. We consider not only discrete variable Bayesian
networks but also those with continuous variables, and Dynamic Bayesian
networks for modelling time series/sequential data.
We first examine how existing algorithms can be decomposed into a li-
brary of techniques which can then be used when constructing novel algo-
rithms or extending existing algorithms.
We then go on to develop novel techniques, including an algorithm for
the efficient and scalable manipulation of distributions during inference and
algorithms for performing numerically stable inference.
Additionally we develop a technique for performing fixed memory infer-
ence, which can be used to extend existing algorithms, and we also identify
an inference mechanism which has similar performance to the polytree al-
gorithm, but can operate on classes of networks that are not trees.
Finally, we explore how nodes with multiple variables can lead to both
graphical simplicity and performance gains.
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1. Introduction
Bayesian networks continue to gain ‘market share’ in the diverse world of
intelligent systems. Their strength lies in their probabilistic foundations
coupled with their graphical representation. In the era of expert systems,
many solutions were criticized due to unwieldy and unsubstantiated heuris-
tics which failed when non-monotonic reasoning was required, or black box
approaches that could not be interpreted. Unlike many other techniques,
Bayesian networks have proven successful, leading to an increase in popu-
larity, and much of their success can be attributed to their sound statistical
basis, and the advanced inference algorithms that have been developed.
Interestingly however, at the time of writing, the number one ‘Frequently
Asked Question’ (FAQ) asked of a leading Bayesian network software ven-
dor, was why they are running out of memory. While this may be because
of an unsuitable model being employed, which is commonplace due to the
flexibility of Bayesian networks over other approaches, it is often due to
the algorithm chosen for inference. Having encountered these restrictions
first hand, the further advancement in efficiency and scalability of exact
inference techniques is the focus of this text.
The term inference is equivalent to the term ‘prediction’ used in data
mining and machine learning, and is explained and examined in detail in
Chapter 2. Unlike some simpler modelling techniques, inference can be
quite an involved process, and is not unlike performing a complex query on
a database.
As the popularity of Bayesian networks as a statistical modelling approach
grows, so do the expectations and demands on the algorithms employed to
perform inference. Because of the flexibility that can be achieved with
Bayesian networks, it is not uncommon for models to be developed that
are ‘unrealistic’ in terms of the number of discrete combinations that are
required during inference. This problem however is not unique to Bayesian
networks, and is often referred to as the curse of dimensionality in the data
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mining literature. There are a number of modelling techniques that have
been devised (see section 2.13), to help the modeller make sensible design
choices, which not only lead to faster inference, but also models that can be
learnt from data with sufficient coverage to justify each parameter.
However, even when the design of a network has been carefully consid-
ered, an efficient and scalable algorithm is often required to process inference
queries successfully and in a timely manner. While significant improvements
have been made in the past two decades (see Chapter 2), it is still not uncom-
mon to exhaust memory or time constraints. We have encountered these
limitations first hand when developing intelligent systems, and therefore
the focus of this text is the further enhancement of inference algorithms for
Bayesian networks, in respect to both efficiency and scalability, restricting
our attention to exact inference.
Importantly, as well as considering Bayesian networks with discrete vari-
ables, we pay particular attention to those with continuous variables (see
Chapter 3) and also dynamic Bayesian networks (see Chapter 4) for mod-
elling temporal/sequential data. This allows us to represent, or generalize a
number of well known statistical modelling techniques as Bayesian networks,
including the following.
• Mixture models
• Hidden Markov models
• Linear Kalman filters
• Auto regressive (AR) models
• Vector auto regressive models
• Linear regression
• Probabilistic PCA (PPCA)
• Factor analysis
For example, we could construct a mixture of Kalman filter models, or
a mixture of vector autoregressive models, all within the Bayesian network
formulation.
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1.1. Bayesian networks
Bayesian networks form a subset of a wider class of statistical models called
Probabilistic Graphical Models. They are called probabilistic, because they
are defined in terms of probability distributions and inference is strictly
governed by the laws of probability, and graphical because they can be
represented using graph structures, in which each node (vertex) represents
one or more variables, and links (edges) between them indicate that one
variable (or set of variables) is related to another.
Bayesian networks have the further property that the network / graph
structure must be a directed acyclic graph (DAG), i.e. the links must be
directed and there are no directed cycles. The directionality of a link indi-
cates that one variable influences the other, sometimes causally. In fact (the
absence of) directed links between nodes encode conditional independence
assumptions.
The structural specification is completely defined by the nodes and links.
Once defined, a probability distribution is associated with each node, con-
ditioned on its parents in the graph. The distributions are often referred to
as the numerical specification.
The structural specification of a small Bayesian network is shown in fig-
ure (1.1) and the required numerical specification shown in table (1.1). The
example is a fictitious network due to [S.L. Lauritzen, 1988].
Table 1.1.: Numerical specification required for figure (1.1)
Node Distribution
A P (A)
T P (T |A)
S P (S)
L P (L|S)
B P (B|S)
O P (O|T, L)
X P (X|O)
D P (D|O,B)
A Bayesian network is considered a compact representation of a joint
probability distribution, because by operating on the network, we can per-
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Figure 1.1.: Asia network
form the full range of inference tasks that we could with the full joint proba-
bility. The term compact is used, because in the majority of cases we do not
need a different value for every entry in the corresponding joint distribution,
as some values can be computed from other entries.
For an excellent introduction to Bayesian networks see [Jensen and Nielsen,
2007; Kjaerulff and Madsen, 2007], and for further reading see [Cowell et
al., 2003].
1.2. Overview
1.2.1. Part I - Review
Chapter (2) provides an introduction to Bayesian network inference, and
examines existing techniques in a novel way: each technique is examined
in isolation, as opposed to examining a complete algorithm such as the
Junction Tree algorithm [S.L. Lauritzen, 1988; Lauritzen and Olesen, 1990;
Shafer and Shenoy, 1990]. This allows us to combine these building blocks
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in new ways to build more efficient and scalable algorithms.
The following two chapters are included to provide background material
for later chapters.
Chapter (3) provides an overview of the use of continuous variables in
Bayesian networks, when using exact inference.
Chapter (4) introduces Dynamic Bayesian networks, used to model se-
quential/temporal data.
1.2.2. Part II - New methods for efficient and scalable
inference
The following chapters represent the novel aspects of this text.
Chapter (5) presents new methods for fast manipulation of discrete mul-
tivariate probability distributions such as those found in Bayesian networks
and more general Probabilistic Graphical Models. Experimental results
demonstrate substantial performance gains over current state of the art
software.
Chapter (6) examines novel approaches to the representation and infer-
ence on Bayesian networks with nodes that can contain multiple variables.
Chapter (7) introduces a structured approach to handling underflow, that
is not caused by inconsistent evidence, during inference on Bayesian net-
works. This is especially important for large networks, networks with con-
tinuous variables, and dynamic Bayesian networks.
Chapter (8) presents a simple algorithm, that can be used to extend ex-
isting algorithms, enabling inference to be performed under fixed or limited
memory conditions, leading to greater scalability.
Chapter (9) introduces a novel inference technique which is similar to the
Poly-tree algorithm [Kim and Pearl, 1983], however is capable of inference
on a wider class of models.
1.3. Notation
Variables are represented with upper-case letters (A,B,C) and their values
with lower-case letters (a, b, c). If A = a we say that A has been instantiated.
A set of variables is denoted by a bold upper-case letter (X), and a particular
instantiation by a bold lower-case letter (x). For example if X represents
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the variables A,B,C then x is the instantiation a, b, c.
The number of variables in X is denoted |X|. The number of possible
states of a discrete variable A is denoted |A|.
1.3.1. Potential functions
A table or potential over a set of discrete variables X, denoted φX, is a
function that maps each instantiation x onto a non-negative real number.
A joint probability distribution denoted P (X), is an example of a table,
mapping x onto the probability interval [0, 1] with
∑
x
P (X) = 1. See ta-
ble 1.2 for an example. A conditional probability distribution is another
example of a potential.
Table 1.2.: Joint Probability Distribution P (A,B,C,D)
B C D A = True A = False
True True True 0.0036 0.0054
True True False 0.0098 0.0252
True False True 0.0024 0.0486
True False False 0.0042 0.1008
False True True 0.0256 0.0864
False True False 0.0432 0.1728
False False True 0.0064 0.2016
False False False 0.0048 0.2592
If the variables in X are a proper subset of the variables in Y we denote
this by X ⊂ Y and call φX the subset, and φY the superset. Y\X denotes
all variables in Y /∈ X.
1.3.2. Joint Probability
If U = {A1, ..., An} is the universe of variables in a Bayesian network, and
pa(Ai) are the parents of Ai then the joint probability distribution P (U) is
the product of all the prior and conditional probability distributions in the
network, as shown in equation (1.1). This equation is known as the chain
rule.
P (U) =
∏
i
P (Ai|pa(Ai)) (1.1)
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For a proof see [Jensen and Nielsen, 2007].
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Part I.
Review
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2. Efficient & scalable inference
techniques
2.1. Introduction
Advances in inference algorithms for Bayesian networks have meant that an
increasing number of problems once thought to be intractable using exact
methods are now computationally feasible. Here we seek to summarize the
most important techniques that lead to more efficient and scalable inference,
from which entire algorithms can be constructed. Often in the literature,
each technique is presented as a standalone algorithm, whereas here we have
chosen to present them in a novel way as ‘inference techniques’, such that
they can be combined to build efficient and scalable algorithms.
2.1.1. Inference
Inference is the process of answering a question about a subset of variables
in a Bayesian network, having entered what we already know about some
of the remaining variables. This amounts to calculating the distribution
over a reduced number of variables in the network, often called the poste-
rior distribution. The required posterior is often just a single variable, but
may also be a joint probability distribution over a number of variables. If
the subset of variables requested is empty we end up with a single value
called the likelihood or probability of evidence. When we can compute the
result precisely (subject to rounding errors), inference is called exact, and
otherwise it is called approximate.
2.2. Preliminaries
For subsequent notation, please refer to section (1.3).
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2.2.1. Multiplication and marginalization
In order to perform inference we often need to perform operations on dis-
tributions, whether it be combining distributions or reducing the number of
variables in a distribution.
Marginalization
If X ⊂ Y then marginalization is the process of reducing the superset
φY to the subset φX, by summing (or in the case of continuous variables,
integrating) over the variables Y\X.
φX =
∑
Y\X
φY (2.1)
For example, Table (2.2) shows the result of marginalizing B and D out of
P (A,B,C,D) in Table ( 2.1), where A, B, C, D are all discrete variables
each with two states. To calculate the first entry, we must sum all the
entries in P (A,B,C,D) where A = True and C = True. Therefore P (A =
True, C = True) = 0.0036 + 0.0098 + 0.0256 + 0.0432 = 0.0822.
If any continuous variables are present, the process is more involved, as
discussed in Chapter (3).
Table 2.1.: Joint Probability Distribution P (A,B,C,D)
B C D A = True A = False
True True True 0.0036 0.0054
True True False 0.0098 0.0252
True False True 0.0024 0.0486
True False False 0.0042 0.1008
False True True 0.0256 0.0864
False True False 0.0432 0.1728
False False True 0.0064 0.2016
False False False 0.0048 0.2592
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Table 2.2.: Result of Marginalizing B and D From P (A,B,C,D)
C A = True A = False
True 0.0822 0.2898
False 0.0178 0.6102
Multiplication
If X ⊆ Y then φX and φY can be multiplied together to create a new
distribution over the variables Y denoted φ′Y.
φ′Y = φYφX (2.2)
For discrete variables, the process is similar to marginalization except that
for each instantiation in the superset we multiply by the corresponding
instantiation in the subset. For example Table (2.3) shows the result of
multiplying Table (2.1) by Table (2.2). To calculate the first entry, we simply
multiply P (A = True,B = True, C = True,D = True) in Table (2.1) by
P (A = True, C = True) in Table (2.2) which equals 0.0036 × 0.0822 =
0.00029592.
If any continuous variables are present, the process is more involved, as
discussed in Chapter (3).
Table 2.3.: Result of Multiplying Table (2.1) by Table (2.2)
B C D A = True A = False
True True True 0.00029592 0.001565
True True False 0.00080556 0.007303
True False True 0.00004272 0.029656
True False False 0.00007476 0.061508
False True True 0.00210432 0.025039
False True False 0.00355104 0.050077
False False True 0.00011392 0.123016
False False False 0.00008544 0.158164
If neither X nor Y is a subset of the other, a new distribution φQ must
first be created, where Q = X ∪Y . All discrete values in this distribution
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are then initialized to 1 (the so called unit potential) and then both φX
and φY are multiplied into φQ. In practice it is not necessary to initialize
the discrete part of φQ to the unit potential. Instead, when multiplying
in the first distribution, we can just replace the existing values, instead of
multiplying by them.
2.2.2. Evidence
Evidence denoted e, is any information we know about the variables in
the network. We represent information regarding a particular variable A,
denoted eA, as a potential over A. If there is no evidence for A, eA equals
the unit potential, e.g. [1, 1, 1].
If we know the state of A for sure, we call it hard evidence or instantiation.
E.g. [1, 0, 0]. We refer to the single remaining possible state as the evidence
state.
We can also assign a probability to the variable being in each state, known
as soft evidence, virtual evidence, or a finding. For example, the distribution
[1, 1, 0] implies that we know that the variable is not in the third state. The
distribution [0.25, 0.25, 0.5] implies that we are more certain that it is the
third state.
An inference algorithm can incorporate evidence in a number of ways.
• For each evidence variable A, instead of using the corresponding con-
ditional distribution φA, we can use φ
′
A = φAeA
• If the evidence is hard evidence we can instantiate any potentials
containing hard evidence variables (see Section (2.4)).
2.2.3. Bayes Theorem
Bayes theorem allows us to update our belief in a distribution Q (over one
or more variables), in the light of new evidence e.
P (Q|e) = P (e|Q)P (Q)
P (e)
(2.3)
The term P (Q) is called the prior or marginal probability of Q, and
P (Q|e)is called the posterior probability of Q.
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The term P (e) is the Probability of Evidence, described earlier in Sec-
tion (2.1.1), and is simply a normalization factor so that the resulting prob-
ability sums to 1.
The term P (e|Q) is sometimes called the likelihood of Q given e, denoted
L(Q|e). This is because, given that we know e, P (e|Q) is a measure of how
likely it is that Q caused the evidence.
2.2.4. Global inference algorithm
Although the algorithm that follows has only theoretical value, as it is in-
efficient and generally intractable, it covers some of the building blocks
necessary for inference in Bayesian networks. We will refer to it here as the
Global inference algorithm, because it builds the full joint distribution. The
algorithm proceeds as follows:
1. Construct an uninitialized distribution φU over the universe of vari-
ables U in the Bayesian network.
2. For each variable A in U update φU as follows:
φU ← φU × P (A|pa(A))× eA
3. For each required distribution P (Q|e) we first calculate P (Q, e) by
marginalization:
P (Q, e) =
∑
U\Q
φU
4. Finally, in order to calculate P (Q|e) = P (Q,e)e , we simply normalize
P (Q, e). Note that if e = ∅ then P (Q|e) = P (Q, e).
In step 2, if variable A has no evidence, and therefore eA equals the unit
potential, we can simply ignore the eA term, as it has no effect. If A does
have associated evidence, we can either multiply eA straight into φU, or
multiply it into a copy of P (A|pa(A)), before updating φU.
In general the algorithm is intractable because the size of φU grows ex-
ponentially with the number of discrete variables in U. Moreover it is very
inefficient, as calculations are unnecessarily repeated.
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As an example consider the Bayesian network in Figure (2.1) over the
variables U = {A,B,C,D}. We will calculate P (A|e) where e = {eD} =
[1, 0].
Figure 2.1.: Bayesian network A→ B → C → D
First, in step 1, we construct a joint probability table over U denoted φU.
Then in step 2 we update φU by multiplying it by P (A), P (B|A), P (C|B)
and P (D|C) in turn. Table (2.4) shows the result, before incorporating any
evidence. For example P (A = True,B = True, C = True,D = True)
corresponds to P (A = True)P (B = True|A = True)P (C = True|B =
True)P (D = True|C = True) which equals 0.1× 0.2× 0.4× 0.6 = 0.0048.
To handle eD we could have first multiplied P (D|C) by eD before multi-
plying into φU however in this example we will simply multiply φU by eD in
order to illustrate the intermediate step. Table (2.5) shows the result after
completion of step 2.
Table 2.4.: P (A,B,C,D)
B C D A = True A = False
True True True 0.0048 0.0648
True True False 0.0032 0.0432
True False True 0.0084 0.1134
True False False 0.0036 0.0486
False True True 0.024 0.189
False True False 0.016 0.126
False False True 0.028 0.2205
False False False 0.012 0.0945
To calculate P (A, e) as per step 3, we simply marginalize the variables
U\A = {B,C,D} out of φU. This simply amounts to summing values in φU.
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Table 2.5.: P (A,B,C,D, eD)
B C D A = True A = False
True True True 0.0048 0.0648
True True False 0 0
True False True 0.0084 0.1134
True False False 0 0
False True True 0.024 0.189
False True False 0 0
False False True 0.028 0.2205
False False False 0 0
The sum of φU for A = True is 0.0652, and for A = False is 0.5877. Finally
in step 4 we simply normalize to calculate P (A|e) = [0.099862, 0.900138].
2.3. Efficient and scalable inference techniques
Rather than describe each major algorithm in turn, we have chosen to sum-
marize the most important techniques in turn, and describe any well known
algorithms that utilize them.
2.4. Table instantiation
If a variable A has hard evidence eA (e.g. [1, 0, 0]) then the number of states
of A has essentially been reduced to 1. If A ∈ X and we are multiplying
φX by eA, this has the effect of zeroing out all entries in φX that do not
correspond to the evidence state of eA. For example Table (2.6) shows the
result of multiplying Table (2.1) by eA = [1, 0].
Instead we could create a new table φX\A and simply pick out all the
corresponding values in φX by keeping the state of A fixed to the evidence
state of eA. This is called instantiating a table. Table (2.7) shows the result
of instantiating Table (2.1) with eA = [1, 0].
Any tables containing evidence variables can be instantiated. If a table
contains more than one variable with hard evidence, a single instantiation
can be performed that removes them all at once.
Table instantiation is extremely beneficial to inference algorithms because
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Table 2.6.: Table including A with evidence
B C D A = True A = False
True True True 0.0036 0
True True False 0.0098 0
True False True 0.0024 0
True False False 0.0042 0
False True True 0.0256 0
False True False 0.0432 0
False False True 0.0064 0
False False False 0.0048 0
Table 2.7.: Table excluding A with evidence
C D B = True B = False
True True 0.0036 0.0256
True False 0.0098 0.0432
False True 0.0024 0.0064
False False 0.0042 0.0048
the size of tables, which grow exponentially with the number of variables,
can be reduced dramatically. This not only reduces memory consumption
but also eradicates the calculations involved in propagating irrelevant zero
entries.
2.5. Distributive law
We can deal with many larger networks by taking advantage of the distribu-
tive law:
ifA /∈ X, A ∈ Y, then
∑
A
φXφY = φX
∑
A
φY
This simply means that if we want to marginalize out the variable A we
can perform the calculations on the subset of distributions that contain A.
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2.5.1. Variable elimination
The distributive law forms the basis of the well known Variable elimination
algorithm [Dechter, 1996]. In its most basic form each required distribution
P (X|e) is calculated in turn by normalizing P (X, e):
P (X, e) =
∑
U\X
P (U, e) =
∑
U\X
∏
i
P (Ui|pa(Ui))e
The evidence term e can be handled in a number of ways as described in
Section (2.2.2).
Consider the simple Bayesian network in Figure (2.1) over the variables
U = {A,B,C,D}. If e = eD (we have evidence on D only), and we require
P (A|e) then:
P (A|e) ∝
∑
B,C,D
P (A)P (B|A)P (C|B)P (D|C)eD
We could proceed by creating one large table over all the variables as de-
scribed in Section ( 2.2.4), however we can take advantage of the distributive
law.
P (A|e) ∝ P (A)
∑
B
P (B|A)
∑
C
P (C|B)
∑
D
P (D|C)eD
The process of singling out variables early is called eliminating variables,
which is why the algorithm is called Variable elimination. The order in
which variables are eliminated is called the elimination order. The elim-
ination order used above is {D,C,B}. Notice above that we could have
eliminated B,C,D in any order, however the elimination order will impact
the number of required calculations, which we seek to minimize (see Sec-
tion (2.6)).
If eD = [1, 0], the calculations proceed as follows. The final term
∑
D P (D|C)eD
can be calculated by table instantiation (Section ( 2.4)), the result of which
we will denote φC shown in Table (2.8).
P (A|e) ∝ P (A)
∑
B
P (B|A)
∑
C
P (C|B)φC
Next we need to calculate
∑
C P (C|B)φC , which we will denote φB shown
in Table (2.9).
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Table 2.8.: φC
C = True C = False
0.6 0.7
Table 2.9.: φB
B = True B = False
0.66 0.65
P (A|e) ∝ P (A)
∑
B
P (B|A)φB
Now we calculate
∑
B P (B|A)φB, which we will denote φA shown in Ta-
ble ( 2.10).
Table 2.10.: φA
A = True A = False
0.652 0.653
P (A|e) ∝ P (A)φA
The result of P (A)φA is shown in Table ( 2.11).
All that is required to calculate P (A|e) is normalization. See Table (2.12)
for the final result (to 5 decimal places).
2.6. Elimination Order
Inference requires that we marginalize (sum out, or integrate out) a number
of variables in a Bayesian network. Each time we marginalize out a variable,
this is known as elimination. When we eliminate a variable X, we must
gather together all the tables that contain X and multiply them together
before marginalizing out X. This process is a direct application of the
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Table 2.11.: P (A)φA
A = True A = False
0.0652 0.5877
Table 2.12.: P (A|e)
A = True A = False
0.09986 0.90014
Distributive law (see section (2.5)).
For example consider the fictitious Bayesian network in figure (1.1) due
to [S.L. Lauritzen, 1988]. Equation (2.4) shows the joint probability over
the universe of variables U.
P (U) = P (A)P (S)P (T |A)P (L|S)×
P (B|S)P (O|T, L)(X|O)P (D|B,O) (2.4)
Equation (2.5) shows the joint probability of variables Q and evidence e.
The conditional probability P (Q|e) is not shown because it can be calcu-
lated simply by normalizing P (Q, e) such that it sums to 1.
P (Q, e) =
∑
U\Q
e× P (A)P (S)P (T |A)P (L|S)×
P (B|S)P (O|T, L)(X|O)P (D|B,O) (2.5)
If we use instantiation (see section (2.4)) then we can remove the evidence
term, leaving just a set of tables from which we must perform elimination.
2.6.1. Domain graphs
It is useful to visualize the elimination process using a domain graph. A
domain of a table (potential) φ is simply the set of variables in φ, and is
denoted dom(φ). A domain graph can be constructed simply by adding a
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node for each variable, and then for each table φ add an undirected link
between each element of dom(φ) (See algorithm (1)).
When a domain graph is constructed from the conditional probability
tables in a Bayesian network it is often called a Moral graph and the process
of moralization is the conversion of a Bayesian network into a domain graph
by linking the parents of each node (moral link) and dropping the direction
of all the links.
We tend to avoid the terms moral graph and moralization here, because
domain graphs can be constructed from any set of tables not just conditional
probability tables using algorithm (1).
Algorithm 1: Domain graph
Input: set of tables Φ
G ← empty graph;
foreach distinct variable x in Φ do
add node to G for x;
foreach table φ in Φ do
// using zero based indexing
for i=0 ; i < |dom{φ}| ; i++ do
for j=i+1 ; j < |dom{φ}| ; j++ do
if link from node φ[i] to node φ[j] /∈ G then
add undirected link to G from node φ[i] to node φ[j];
return G;
Figure (2.2) shows the domain graph for the network in figure (1.1).
When considering a variable X for elimination, all the remaining tables
containing X must be combined. The set of variables involved in this combi-
nation can be determined from the domain graph, and is simply the variable
and its neighbours.
For example if we were to eliminate L from figure (2.2) the set would be
{L, S, T,O}, which corresponds to the tables P (L|S)P (O|T, L) from equa-
tion (2.4) which contain L.
Now consider what happens if we were to eliminate S from equation (2.4).
φ{L,B} =
∑
S
P (S)P (L|S)P (B|S).
Since we have eliminated S we can remove S from the domain graph and
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Figure 2.2.: Asia domain graph
all of its links. However we have introduced a new table φ{L,B} so we must
add a new link between L and B. When a new link is required it is called
a fill-in.
In a domain graph, one or more fill-ins are required when eliminating a
variable, if its neighbours are not connected to each other.
If we had chosen to eliminateD instead, the only relevant table is P (D|O,B)
and after elimination we would be left with φO,B. This new distribution does
not require a fill-in because there is already a link between O and B. When
the elimination of a node does not require any fill-ins it is called a simplicial
node.
If all variables can be eliminated without inducing any fill-ins, the se-
quence is called a perfect elimination order, which is optimal for infer-
ence, and the domain graph is a triangulated graph [S.L. Lauritzen, 1988;
Jensen and Nielsen, 2007]. If we require fill-ins then the original domain
graph together with induced fill-ins is triangulated. The process is often
referred to as triangulation.
The order in which you eliminate variables has a dramatic effect on per-
formance and memory requirements, however in general it is NP-hard to
find the optimal elimination order, so a number of different heuristics exist,
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that perform well in practice.
One such heuristic is minimum fill-in count which simply eliminates the
variable which induces the fewest number of fill-ins at each stage. Another
is minimum fill-in weight which is similar except that a weight is computed
for each fill-in and summed. The weight is the product of the state count
for the two fill-in variables. Many other heuristics exist, such as clique size,
clique weight and search methods which incur a greater one off time penalty,
however can provide dramatic improvements when the cost is amortized over
many queries.
2.6.2. Multiple Elimination
What is usually overlooked in texts detailing the elimination process, is
that once a variable X has been selected for elimination, often the relevant
tables Φ contain other variables that can be eliminated simultaneously. If
this is the case, we can then perform a marginalization over more than one
variable. These additional variables can only be eliminated if they do not
exist outside of Φ, for if they did we would have to include those tables as
well. In the domain graph, Y is an additional variable if the neighbours of
X contain all the neighbours of Y .
This leads us to elimination orders of the form {{X}, {Y}, {Z}}.
Consider eliminating all variables from equation (2.4) using a minimum
fill-in count heuristic. The initial domain graph is shown in figure (2.2).
We can eliminate A first without inducing any fill-ins. Node A must
therefore be removed from the graph along with its links, the result of
which is shown in figure (2.3). Note that we could have eliminated X or
D instead as they would not have required any fill-ins either, however we
arbitrarily chose A.
Next we can eliminate T , once again without requiring any fill-ins, the
result of which is shown in figure (2.4).
X can be removed next without fill-ins, the result of which is shown in
figure (2.5).
D also requires no fill-ins and is eliminated next. See figure (2.6).
Eliminating any of the remaining variables will require a single fill-in. We
arbitrarily chose S. See figure (2.7).
At this stage we can eliminate L,O andB simultaneously. This is because,
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Figure 2.3.: Domain graph after elimination of A
Figure 2.4.: Domain graph after elimination of T
if we eliminate L say, then neither O nor B have any neighbours which are
not also connected to L. The same argument follows for O and B. See
section (2.6.2) for more information. The complete elimination order is
therefore {A}, {T}, {X}, {D}, {S}, {L,B,O}.
2.6.3. Computation trees
The preceding calculations are summarized in a Computation tree in fig-
ure (2.8). The required calculations can be obtained by traversing the tree
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Figure 2.5.: Domain graph after elimination of X
Figure 2.6.: Domain graph after elimination of D
from the leaves to the root. At each internal node we marginalize out vari-
ables from the product of its children.
2.6.4. Join trees
Figure (2.9) shows the variables involved at each elimination. Each box
contains the variables from the tables being combined. This is often called
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Figure 2.7.: Domain graph after elimination of S. The dotted line is a re-
quired fill-in.
∑
L,B,O
∑
X
P (X|O)
∑
D
P (D|O,B)
∑
T
P (O|T, L) ∑A
P (A) P (T |A)
∑
S
P (S) P (B|S) P (L|S)
Figure 2.8.: Computation tree for the Asia network
a clique. Each link below contains the variables remaining after elimination.
This is often called a sepset. For example the first elimination of variable
A requires that we combine P (A) and P (T |A), such that the first clique
contains A and T , and after eliminating A from the clique we are left with
just T in the sepset underneath.
The result of an elimination is itself another table φ (a sepset). The
sepset φ will at some stage be combined with the remaining tables, forming
another clique. The point at which this occurs is when any of the variables
in φ are eliminated.
Figure (2.10) shows how the sepsets are linked. For example, having
eliminated X we are left with a sepset containing just O. We can therefore
link this sepset to the clique L,B,O formed when simultaneously eliminating
{L,B,O}.
The resulting tree is called a Join tree. These are used to form Junction
trees in junction tree algorithms [S.L. Lauritzen, 1988; Lauritzen and Olesen,
1990; Shafer and Shenoy, 1990] and can also can be found elsewhere, for
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Figure 2.9.: Asia join tree components
Figure 2.10.: Asia join tree
example in database technology.
Junction tree algorithms exploit a property of triangulated graphs, which
allow us to find an elimination order ending in each variable without induc-
ing any additional fill-ins. This means that we can use the same junction tree
to compute all marginal probabilities. In fact this can be done with only two
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traversals of the tree. In the first, a node is chosen as the root and calcula-
tions like those in the computation tree are performed. This is called the col-
lect phase. Then in the distribute phase, information from the root is prop-
agated to the leaves in such a way that information is not ‘double counted’.
Different algorithms exist to achieve this, found in [S.L. Lauritzen, 1988;
Lauritzen and Olesen, 1990; Shafer and Shenoy, 1990], and [Jensen, 1998]
explains the differences.
If a Bayesian network has no cycles then it is termed singly connected
and the junction tree will in fact have the same structure as the original
network. The original poly-tree algorithm [Pearl, 1988] was based on singly
connected networks and inference is very fast because we never have to deal
with domains that are not in the original network (unless we are computing
joint queries over nodes that are not directly linked, which is unusual).
Elimination orders are very important for many other exact inference al-
gorithms including Variable Elimination [Dechter, 1996], Relevance based
decomposition [Lin and Druzdzel, 1997] and Recursive Conditioning [Dar-
wiche, 2000a].
2.7. Staging tables
Consider a simple Bayesian network over the variables U = {A,B,C} shown
in Figure (2.11). If e = ∅ (we have no evidence), and we require P (B,C)
then:
P (U) = P (A)P (B|A)P (C|A,B)
P (B,C) =
∑
A
P (A)P (B|A)P (C|A,B)
In this case the distributive law cannot help us. There are a number of
ways we could progress. One way is to multiply P (C|A,B) by P (A) followed
by P (B|A) resulting in P (A,B,C). If all variables were binary this would
require 16 multiplications.
However, to achieve the same result we could multiply P (A) by P (B|A),
and then multiply the result by P (C|A,B) again resulting in P (A,B,C).
This would require only 12 multiplications. Once we have calculated P (A,B,C)
using either technique, we can simply marginalize out A to achieve the de-
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Figure 2.11.: Bayesian network ABC
sired result P (B,C).
We refer to this technique here as staging tables, because we use a series
of interim tables at each stage. Performance gains using staging tables can
be dramatic.
An important point should be raised here. While we can dramatically
reduce the number of calculations using this technique, we must also take
into account the creation of any extra interim tables that would not have
been necessary otherwise. For example if we want to multiply P (B|A)
by P (A), we may or may not be able to overwrite P (B|A) depending on
the context. If P (B|A) belongs to the Bayesian network then we cannot
overwrite it, however if it is the result of another calculation then often
we can. If we cannot overwrite P (B|A) it is important to consider the
overhead of copying P (B|A) before performing the multiplication. However,
empirically we have found that the cost of creating any necessary interim
tables is usually minimal compared to the gains achieved by reducing the
number of calculations.
2.7.1. SPI inference algorithm
The Symbolic Probabilistic Inference (SPI) algorithm is similar to the vari-
able elimination algorithm, however in addition to the distributive law it
makes use of staging tables. The algorithm is based on the optimal factor-
ing problem [Li and D’Ambrosio, 1994] which, in the context of Bayesian
networks, is the task of finding the most efficient use of the distributive law
and staging tables for a particular scenario. For a detailed exposition see
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[Li and D’Ambrosio, 1994] and [Neapolitan, 2003].
2.8. Relevance
The term query is used here to refer to the evaluation of one or more target
distributions from a Bayesian network given evidence e. The requested
distributions together with the evidence will be referred to as the context.
For example, consider the Bayesian network over the variables U =
{A,B,C,D}. The context might consist of the target distributions P (C|e)
and P (D|e) and the evidence e = {eA, eB}. The calculation required to
calculate both distributions based on this evidence is an individual query.
Some inference algorithms, such as standard versions of the junction tree
algorithm [Huang and Darwiche, 1996; Cowell et al., 2003; Jensen and
Nielsen, 2007], are termed evidence-independent, in that they are set up
to deal with all possible contexts. However considerable advantage can be
gained by focusing and optimizing inference for each context on the fly. Us-
ing the following techniques we can efficiently determine which distributions
are computationally irrelevant to a specific query, and hence ignore them.
2.8.1. Conditional Independence
When we omit a link in a Bayesian network we are in fact encoding con-
ditional independence assumptions. In order to explain what a conditional
independence assumption is, we will briefly discuss independence. In prob-
ability theory if two variables are independent then P (A,B) = P (A)P (B).
This means that the two variables A and B will vary independently of each
other. In a Bayesian network where the graph is connected (i.e. there
exists a path from every variable to every other variable) none of the vari-
ables are strictly independent of each other (unless additional structure is
implied through the use of zero parameter values). If they were, we could
create a number of separate Bayesian networks and treat them individually.
Now consider conditional independence. Variables A and C are indepen-
dent given B, if P (A|B) = P (A|B,C). What this means in the context
of Bayesian networks, is that certain variables will become conditionally
independent of each other depending on the evidence, i.e. they will vary
independently given certain evidence.
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2.8.2. D-separation
Conditional independence, when we are conditioning on the evidence in a
Bayesian networks is called D-separation, i.e. two variables A and B are
D-separated given evidence e if
P (A|B, e) = P (A|e)
2.8.3. The Unit Potential property
The unit potential, denoted 1, is simply a potential or table with every
value set to 1. This potential has no effect on other distributions and can
be ignored.
The unit potential property follows straight from the definition of a con-
ditional probability distribution. While the sum of all the probabilities in a
joint probability distribution must be 1, for a conditional probability distri-
bution, the sum of values for each instantiation of the conditional variables
must be 1. See Table ( 2.13) for an example. Notice that each row sums to
1.
∑
A
P (A|X) = 1
2.8.4. Barren nodes
Barren nodes are those nodes in a Bayesian network that are neither evi-
dence variables nor target variables, and have no descendants that are not
barren.
Using the definition of a barren node coupled with the unit potential
property we can explain why barren nodes are computationally irrelevant.
Consider first a barren node A which is also a leaf node. As barren nodes
are never target nodes, they must be marginalized out. Therefore A must
be marginalized out of A’s distribution in the Bayesian network which is
always conditional on A’s parents denoted pa(A). Using the unit potential
property this equals the unit potential:
∑
A
P (A|pa(A)) = 1
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As the unit potential has no effect on calculations, we can remove the
barren node A. If we recursively remove barren nodes that are leaf nodes,
they will all be removed, and are therefore all irrelevant.
Even if a barren node has instantiated parents, the unit potential still
holds.
Table 2.13.: Example conditional probability distribution
B C D A = True A = False
True True True 0.99 0.01
True True False 0.8 0.2
True False True 0.7 0.3
True False False 0.6 0.4
False True True 0.4 0.6
False True False 0.3 0.7
False False True 0.1 0.9
False False False 0 1
D-separated nodes and barren nodes are computationally irrelevant to a
particular query, and therefore can be ignored. This often amounts to large
savings in terms of both performance and memory requirements. Both types
of node can be efficiently detected by algorithms such as the Bayes-Ball
algorithm [Shachter, 1998]. We will call the detection process a relevance
query.
As an example we will consider the Asia network illustrated in Fig-
ure (1.1), in which all the variables are binary. Consider calculating P (X|S =
True). From the network we see that:
P (X|S = True) ∝
∑
A,T,L,B,O,D
P (A)P (S = True)
P (T |A)P (L|S = True)
P (B|S = True)P (O|T, L)
P (X|O)P (D|O,B)
The notation S = True in the equation is used to indicate that a table
has been instantiated, i.e. throwing away all values of S that do not equal
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True. Therefore S does not need to be marginalized out.
If we run a relevance query we find that B is D-separated from the other
nodes and D is a barren node. Both of these nodes can therefore be ignored,
simplifying the calculations to:
P (X|S = True) ∝
∑
A,T,L,O
P (A)P (S = True)
P (T |A)P (L|S = True)
P (O|T, L)P (X|O)
2.8.5. Nuisance nodes
After removal of both D-separated and barren nodes, Nuisance nodes are
those remaining nodes in a Bayesian network that are computationally rele-
vant to a query, but do not take part in the transmission of evidence. If one
only wants to verbally reason about a query without calculating posterior
distributions, nuisance nodes can be ignored. For a formal definition and
detection algorithm see [Lin and Druzdzel, 1997].
As an example, once again consider calculating P (X|S = True) from the
Asia network in Figure ( 1.1). We must first ignore B which is D-separated
and D which is a barren node (see Section (2.8.4)). We can use a detection
algorithm such as [Lin and Druzdzel, 1997] to find that out of the remaining
nodes, A and T are both nuisance nodes.
A nuisance anchor is defined as being a node which is not a nuisance node
itself, but has one or more parents that are nuisance nodes. Connected
groups of nuisance nodes are called Nuisance graphs and if singly connected
are further classified as Nuisance trees. Continuing the example above, A
and T form a nuisance tree, and O is the tree’s nuisance anchor.
Nuisance graphs/trees can be removed by marginalizing them into their
nuisance anchors. In order to do this the joint probability of the nuisance
anchor’s parents is required. This can be calculated using any inference
algorithm for Bayesian networks. In the case of nuisance trees the anchor’s
parents are independent and therefore we can recursively remove nodes with
no parents, by marginalizing them into their children.
In the above example, we require P (T, L). Since A and T form a nuisance
tree, T and L are independent:
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P (T ) =
∑
A
P (T |A)P (A)
P (O|L) =
∑
T
P (O|L, T )P (T )
Relevance-based decomposition
An inference algorithm that exploits the relevance techniques catalogued
above is Relevance-based decomposition. For details see [Lin and Druzdzel,
1997]. The basic idea is that for a given query, we detect and ignore D-
separated nodes and barren nodes. Then we detect nuisance graphs and
marginalize them into their nuisance anchors. Finally, the required distri-
butions are calculated from the remaining network, using a junction tree
algorithm [S.L. Lauritzen, 1988; Lauritzen and Olesen, 1990; Shafer and
Shenoy, 1990]. In fact any inference algorithm could be used to perform
this final stage.
2.9. Conditioning
Conditioning is an important yet simple technique, which is very important
for scalable inference algorithms, and is essentially a ‘divide and conquer’
approach. The term conditioning is used because the technique involves
considering each possible instantiation of (conditioning on) one or more
variables, and summing the resulting calculations, to obtain the equivalent
result. Conditioning can be summarized by the following equation:
P (X = x) =
∑
c
P(X = x,C = c)
This equation follows intuitively if we consider the hypothetical process
of computing posterior distributions from the full joint distribution. With
discrete variables, for each possible instantiation x of X that is consistent
with the evidence, we simply sum all values that correspond to x in the
joint table. These values are then normalized at the end. The conditioning
equation above simply amounts to grouping the summation process by each
instantiation in c. Again normalization only occurs once at the end. Al-
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though constructing the full joint distribution and then conditioning serves
no practical purpose, it is useful to explain the process of conditioning.
The size of tables grows exponentially with the number of variables, and
therefore memory can easily become exhausted. Conditioning overcomes
this problem by performing the calculations conditioned on one or more
variables, therefore reducing the number of variables present in the calcula-
tions.
As an example we will consider the Bayesian network in Figure ( 2.1),
and the task of calculating P (A|e), where e = eD = [1, 0].
P (A|e) ∝
∑
B,C,D
P (A)P (B|A)P (C|B)P (D|C)eD
In this example we will arbitrarily condition on B. The example serves
only to illustrate the technique, not to present the most efficient algorithm.
We therefore need to evaluate the following equation for B = True and
B = False (denoted b), and sum the result.
P (A|e) ∝
∑
C,D
P (A)P (b|A)P (C|b)P (D|C)eD
Using the distributive law (Section (2.5)) we can eliminate D first:
P (A|e) ∝
∑
C
P (A)P (b|A)P (C|b)
∑
D
P (D|C)eD
The term
∑
D P (D|C)eD can be calculated by table instantiation (Sec-
tion ( 2.4)), the result of which we will denote φC shown in Table (2.14).
Table 2.14.: φC
C = True C = False
0.6 0.7
Once again using the distributive law, we are left with:
P (A|e) ∝ P (A)P (b|A)
∑
C
P (C|b)φC
For B = True, P (b|A) = [0.2, 0.3] and P (C|b) = [0.4, 0.6]. Therefore
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P (C|b)φC = [0.24, 0.42] and
∑
C P (C|b)φC = 0.66, leaving P (A|e) ∝ [0.1×
0.2× 0.66, 0.9× 0.3× 0.66] = [0.0132, 0.1782].
For B = False, P (b|A) = [0.8, 0.7] and P (C|b) = [0.5, 0.5]. Therefore
P (C|b)φC = [0.3, 0.35] and
∑
C P (C|b)φC = 0.65, leaving P (A|e) ∝ [0.1 ×
0.8× 0.65, 0.9× 0.7× 0.65] = [0.052, 0.4095].
If we now sum the two results we are left with:
P (A|e) ∝ [0.0652, 0.5877]
and after normalization we obtain the required result:
P (A|e) = [0.09986, 0.90014]
For a given query, we can condition on any nodes we please, even target
nodes. In the above example the conditioning node happened to split the
network into two conditionally independent (D-separated) sections. This is
not a requirement in general, although can have advantages.
Conditioning can lead to repeated calculations, but uses less memory. It
is possible to use conditioning whilst caching some of the calculations to
avoid repetition, if memory is available.
It is interesting to note that we could write an algorithm that conditions
on every single node in the network. This could be thought of as the an-
tithesis of the global inference algorithm (Section (2.2.4)). It would require
almost no memory, however would be very inefficient.
There exist a large number of inference algorithms based on Conditioning,
the most well known being Cut-set conditioning [Pearl, 1988]. We will focus
on one in particular that is scalable:
2.9.1. Recursive conditioning
Conditioning enables a reduction in the memory requirements of inference,
however usually extends the computation time. This is because calculations
are likely to be repeated. The Recursive Conditioning algorithm [Darwiche,
2000a; Allen and Darwiche, 2003] builds a directed graph structure (using
an elimination order) which is used to govern conditioning on one or more
variables at different levels in the graph. When memory permits, results
are cached at nodes in the graph and subsequently reused, avoiding some of
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the repeated calculations induced by the conditioning process. This results
in an any-space algorithm for inference in Bayesian networks.
2.10. Evidence propagation
While most techniques derive advantage from the topology of a Bayesian
network, evidence propagation is a technique that examines the numerical
values in the distributions, in order to seek further evidence that can be
implied from the existing evidence.
As an example consider the Bayesian network with the variables Gen-
der {Male, Female} and Pregnant {True, False}, with structure Gender →
Pregnant. If we know someone is Male, then we can assume that they are
not pregnant. This is often called causal sufficiency. Conversely, if we know
that someone is pregnant, we can assume they are Female. This is often
called causal necessity. Each time we find implied evidence, we can use
further instantiation to reduce the number of uncertain variables and hence
the computational complexity of inference. Moreover, implied evidence may
lead to additional D-separated nodes.
2.11. Computational considerations
2.11.1. Single vs Double precision
Some Bayesian network software vendors supply two versions of their soft-
ware. One that uses single precision floating point calculations, and another
that uses double precision. Single precision versions may outperform their
double precision counterparts and will certainly use less memory. However
this comes at the cost of reduced precision, and an increased possibility
of underflow. That said, because many of the operations during Bayesian
network inference consist of multiplying together small probabilities, with
certain network topologies (especially dynamic Bayesian networks) under-
flow will be a problem for both single and double precision. There are
however techniques to avoid this (see 7.1).
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2.11.2. 64 bit operating systems
When Tables/Potentials are combined during exact probabilistic inference,
their size grows exponentially with the number of discrete variables they
contain. It can be useful therefore to exploit the memory facilities offered
by 64 bit operating systems, in order to utilize memory greater than the 2-4
GB offered by 32 bit platforms, and Bayesian network software vendors are
increasingly offering 64 bit versions of their tools.
It should be noted however, that utilizing more memory should be con-
sidered in conjunction with the techniques explained in this text. Some
techniques not only use less memory but also speed up inference. Others
trade space for speed, and need to be evaluated for the problem at hand.
In some scenarios they will be faster than scaling up the memory resources,
in others they will be slower.
In addition, whenever the memory required during inference is very large,
the design of the network may need re-evaluating as explained in Chap-
ter (1).
2.11.3. Parallelization
Inference with Bayesian networks lends itself very well to parallelization.
Although an in depth discussion of parallelization techniques is beyond the
scope of this text, it is interesting to observe a few points.
Parallelization can be applied to probabilistic inference at different levels
in the software ‘food chain’.
1. Different queries could be executed on more than one physical ma-
chine.
2. Multiple threads could execute different queries simultaneously on a
multi processor machine.
3. The execution of a single query could be split up and executed on
multiple threads on a multi processor machine.
In order to achieve the third option, it is interesting to note that the
majority of exact inference algorithms internally operate on a tree structure
(e.g. Junction Tree (2.6.4), or a computation tree (2.6.3)) that is derived
from the original Bayesian network which may not be a tree. Multiple
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threads can therefore operate on separate branches of a tree and results can
be amalgamated.
Parallelization can also be achieved when conditioning, as we can execute
different conditioned combinations on different threads. In fact we may
choose to condition, in circumstances when we would otherwise not need
to, in order to improve performance.
2.12. Object Oriented Bayesian Networks
(OOBNs)
When fragments of a Bayesian network are repeated, it can be useful for
construction and sometimes inference, to introduce the concept of an Ob-
ject Oriented Bayesian network (OOBN) or Object Oriented Probabilistic
Network (OOPN).
Conceptually they are similar to Object Oriented (OO) programming
languages. A Class is analogous to the abstract definition of a repeated
fragment of a network. Each time this definition is re-used in a network it
is analogous to an Object Instance. For more information see [Koller and
Pfeffer, 1997].
2.13. Design issues
Although design issues are beyond the scope of this text, they are an im-
portant factor in achieving efficient and scalable inference, as discussed in
Chapter (1). Problems arise when too many dependencies are added in
networks (via links) that induce large probability distributions (that are
not sparse) during inference. When this occurs, assuming that a suitable
inference algorithm is being employed, the network structure needs to be
re-evaluated. When large discrete probability distributions are being cre-
ated during inference, it means that a huge number of scenarios are being
considered when calculating queries, which is often not what the designer
intended.
It is not always obvious from the structure of a network, that inference
may require very large probability tables that can exhaust memory or reduce
performance to unacceptable levels. Tree width is a useful indicator that
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can aid the Bayesian network modeller, however when applying efficient
and scalable inference techniques, it needs to be used in conjunction with
evidence and query scenarios that can change query performance by orders
of magnitude.
The following list summarizes and references some of the most important
design techniques.
• Noisy nodes [Pearl, 1988; Heckerman, 1993; Pradhan et al., 1994]
• Divorcing [Olesen et al., 1989; Jensen and Nielsen, 2007; Kjaerulff and
Madsen, 2007]
• Temporal transformation [Heckerman and Breese, 1994; Kjaerulff and
Madsen, 2007]
• Causal Independence [Heckerman and Breese, 1996]
2.14. Sparse inference
Often sections of a Bayesian network contain nodes with sparse distribu-
tions, such as (but not limited to) logical relationships. An example of such
a relationship is shown in table (2.15)).
Table 2.15.: P (C|A,B)
A B C = False C = True
False False 1 0
False True 0 1
True False 0 1
True True 0 1
Depending on the structure of a network, the number of sparse distribu-
tions and the particular query being executed, it can be very important to
handle sparse distributions efficiently. This avoids distributions created by
the inference algorithm increasing in size exponentially, whilst containing
a small amount of non-zero parameters. This can be done by using sparse
data structures to store the distribution parameters instead of storing all
combinations, noting the following rules:
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• A sparse distribution multiplied by another sparse distribution, results
in a sparse distribution.
• A sparse distribution multiplied by a non-sparse distribution, results
in a sparse distribution.
In many ways this is analogous to the use of sparse matrices.
2.15. Differential approach
The inference approach described in [Darwiche, 2000b] is based on partial
differentiation. A Bayesian network is first converted (compiled) into an
arithmetic circuit and then partial derivatives are computed in a two phase
pass. Then inference can be performed using these partial derivatives. There
are a number of benefits to this approach. The first is that after the com-
pilation phase, the arithmetic circuit can often compute the likelihood or
marginals very efficiently. Second, the technique has been shown to scale to
very large problems such as Genetic Linkage analysis.
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3. Conditional Linear Gaussian
distributions
3.1. Motivation
Continuous variables are often incorporated into Bayesian networks and
dynamic Bayesian networks using Conditional Linear Gaussian (CLG) dis-
tributions. Continuous variables allow us to model variables such as age or
height, speed, position etc. without resorting to discretization. A Bayesian
network with both continuous and discrete nodes is often referred to as a
Hybrid Bayesian network.
3.1.1. Discretization
Discretization is the process of converting a continuous variable into a dis-
crete variable by determining a number of appropriate intervals for the
variable each of which becomes a discrete state. For example a continuous
variable Salary could be discretized using the intervals in table (3.1).
Table 3.1.: Discretization of variable Salary
Interval(State) Salary(K)
Low < 25
Medium >= 25, < 50
High >= 50
There exist a number of algorithms to determine appropriate intervals for
a continuous variable, a few of which are described in Table (3.2). A thor-
ough examination of discretization techniques can be found in [Dougherty
et al., 1995], and Bayesian network learning with discretization in [Fried-
man and Goldszmidt, 1996]. However it is often difficult to automatically
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determine the relevant number of intervals, much like when trying to plot a
histogram. More important however is the exponential explosion that can
be problematic during inference when using discrete variables in a Bayesian
network.
Table 3.2.: Discretization algorithms
Algorithm Description
Equal ranges Each interval has the same size.
Equal frequency/areas Each interval has the same frequency of points.
Clustering Intervals are determined using a clustering algorithm.
The use of continuous variables can alleviate these problems, and often
provide a better model. In practice both techniques should be considered.
Criticism of the use of Gaussian distributions sometimes arises when a
variable is not deemed to be normally distributed. However, mixtures of
Gaussians, as discussed in section (6.4.3), provide a very flexible way of ap-
proximating non-normal distributions, and are widely used in Mixture Mod-
els [McLachlan and Peel, 2000] and Hidden Markov Models [Rabiner, 1989;
Bishop, 2006]. In fact any Bayesian network containing discrete and contin-
uous variables is a factored (compact) representation of a Mixture Model.
This follows simply by considering the joint distribution over all variables.
Alternatively, there are approximate inference algorithms [Jordan, 1999;
Minka, 2001; MacKay, 1998; Bishop, 2006] which can cope with a wide
variety of distributions.
3.2. Representation
Figure (3.1) shows the simplest possible Bayesian network containing a con-
tinuous variable. Note that in this text, contrary to the popular double
ellipse notation, we represent a continuous variable by surrounding it with
brackets (). This has been adopted, because Multi Variable Nodes (MVN)
(see Chapter 6), can contain a mixture of both discrete and continuous
variables.
Table (3.3) shows an example distribution required for a single continu-
ous variable C1, which is simply a univariate Gaussian with a mean and
variance.
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Figure 3.1.: Single continuous variable
Table 3.3.: Sample distribution for C1
Value
Mean 2.5
Variance 3.4
Now consider another Bayesian network containing a single continuous
node C1 with a discrete parent D1, shown in figure (3.2).
Figure 3.2.: Single continuous mixture
If node D1 has 3 states then as is standard for Bayesian networks the
distribution required for C1 is P (C1|D1). A sample distribution for C1 is
shown in table (3.4). The pdf for this distribution is shown in figure (3.3).
Node D1 might have a prior distribution of [0.2, 0.3, 0.5].
This is a simple example of a Mixture of Gaussians, also known as a
Mixture Model. For an example of a Mixture Model that contains multi-
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Table 3.4.: Sample distribution for node C1 - P (C1|D1)
State D1 Mean C1 Variance C1
State1 2.3 3.4
State2 6.2 2.1
State3 -4.8 5.2
Figure 3.3.: Univariate Gaussian mixture
variate Gaussian distributions see Chapter (6).
Next consider a Bayesian network with two linked continuous nodes,
shown in figure (3.4).
Table (3.5) shows the distribution parameters that are required for node
C2. It includes a weight (regression coefficient) based on node C1. This
value adds the weighted mean of C1 into C2, as shown in equation (3.1).
This model can be thought of as the probabilistic equivalent of linear re-
gression (y = mx + c). It is also important to point out that the model is
equivalent to a standard multivariate Gaussian distribution P (C1, C2), as
pointed out in Chapter (6).
P (C2|C1) ∼ N(µ+ ω × C1, σ2) (3.1)
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Figure 3.4.: Two single variables
Table 3.5.: Sample distribution for C2
Value
Mean 2.1
Variance 5.1
Weight (C1) 0.25
To see what effect the weight has, it is useful to examine the joint distri-
bution P (C1, C2). If C1 has a mean of 10.4 and variance of 4.6 then the
joint distribution is shown in table (3.6).
Table 3.6.: Joint distribution P (C1, C2)
C1 C2
Mean 10.4 4.7
Covariance (C1) 4.6 1.15
Covariance (C2) 1.15 5.3875
Figure (3.5) shows the effect of varying the weight (regression coefficient).
The ellipses were generated with the following weights from bottom to top
-1, 0, 0.5, 1, 2. For example the bottom ellipse centre is {C1, C2+(−1)∗C1}
= {10.4, 2.1− 10.4}={10.4,−8.3}.
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The weight has the effect of rotating the ellipse, which again is analogous
to varying the gradient in linear regression.
Figure 3.5.: P (C1, C2) weights {-1, 0, 0.5, 1, 2} from bottom to top
If a weight is zero, then the linked nodes have no direct dependence. As
shown in figure (3.5) the zero weighted ellipse has no rotation. This is
equivalent to zero covariance in the equivalent multivariate Gaussian.
In a dynamic Bayesian network (see Chapter 4) a weight can have an as-
sociated temporal order (time), and may link a variable to itself. When the
temporal order is non zero, this indicates that a variable is being influenced
by one or more previous observations. An example of this is an Auto Regres-
sive (AR) model, which can be modelled using a dynamic Bayesian network
as shown in figure (3.9) (Note that the brackets <<>> simply indicate that
it is a temporal node.).
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Table 3.7.: Joint distribution P (A1, A2)
A1 A2
Mean 3.4 2.1
Covariance (A1) 0.5 0.5
Covariance (A2) 0.5 1.5
Figure 3.6.: Bivariate Gaussian network
3.2.1. Structural restrictions
With exact inference, when modelling continuous variables with CLG dis-
tributions, continuous nodes cannot have discrete children. The reason for
this restriction can be found in [Cowell et al., 2003]. Some techniques to
get round this restriction can be found in [Shenoy, 2006]. Alternatively,
approximate reasoning can be employed.
3.3. Inference
Although we do not discuss inference with continuous variables here in de-
tail, we point out some of the most important aspects, and refer the reader
to more detailed literature.
3.3.1. Operations
As with discrete distributions we can perform a number of operations on
CLG distributions.
• Multiplication
• Marginalization
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Figure 3.7.: Bivariate Gaussian plot with marginals
• Division (Complement)
• Instantiation (Setting evidence)
For the mathematics, which is more involved than for discrete operations,
the interested reader can refer to [Lauritzen and Jensen, 1999] or for an
alternative algorithm which avoids matrix operations see [Cowell, 2005].
3.3.2. Elimination priority
During inference, when you are eliminating nodes from a hybrid Bayesian
network, continuous variables must be eliminated before discrete variables.
This is because conditional Gaussian distributions are not closed under the
operation of discrete variable elimination, as discussed in [Kjaerulff and
Madsen, 2007].
Strong and weak marginals
Averaging is only appropriate when you are creating what is known as a
weak marginal, and should only be performed when all other variables out-
side the target distribution have been eliminated. It is also sometimes useful
to create what is known as a strong marginal, which avoids averaging, and
may result in a mixture of Gaussians. Strong marginals are often used for
charting. For more information on strong and weak marginals, see [Lau-
ritzen and Jensen, 1999] or [Kjaerulff and Madsen, 2007].
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Figure 3.8.: Instantiated bivariate Gaussian
Figure 3.9.: Second order Auto Regressive (AR) model
3.3.3. Instantiation
When variables are instantiated (evidence is observed) in a CLG distri-
bution, there are a number of important differences from purely discrete
networks [Lauritzen and Jensen, 1999].
In the expression P (H|T), H are referred to as the Head variables and T
the tail variables.
Discrete variables can be instantiated at any time, and they only need to
be instantiated in any one of the distributions that they appear in (although
some algorithms instantiate everywhere to save memory). Continuous vari-
ables in CLG distributions however, must be instantiated in every distribu-
tion in which they appear. Additionally, continuous head variables can only
be instantiated from a distribution with no continuous tail variables.
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3.4. Conclusion
While the restrictions on inference in hybrid networks make the calcula-
tions more involved [Lauritzen and Jensen, 1999; Cowell, 2005], there are
many advantages to including support for CLG distributions. They greatly
increase the types of models that can be represented or extended using
Bayesian networks, such as Gaussian Mixture models [McLachlan and Peel,
2000], Hidden Markov models [Rabiner, 1989], Factor Analysis [Basilevsky,
1994], Auto Regressive Hidden Markov models [Ephraim et al., 1989], Lin-
ear Kalman filters [Kalman, 1960; Thrun et al., 2005], Auto regressive (AR)
models [Box et al., 2008], Vector Auto regressive models [Reinsel, 2003], Lin-
ear regression[Bishop, 2006] and Probabilistic PCA (PPCA) [Tipping and
Bishop, 1999]. They also allows us to model a variety of non-Gaussian dis-
tributions without resorting to discretization, using mixtures of Gaussians.
Furthermore, CLG distributions do not suffer from the exponential increase
in combinations that arise when combining discrete probability distributions
during inference.
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4. Dynamic Bayesian networks
4.1. Introduction
As most, if not all, of the techniques in this thesis can be applied to dynamic
Bayesian networks, we provide some background material here.
A dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) introduces a mechanism for dealing
with temporal/sequential data in Bayesian networks. Often they are used to
model time series data, or sequential data such as bio-sequences or natural
language.
DBNs can be used for a wide range of tasks including the following.
• Predicting future observations
• Filtering current observations
• Smoothing past observations
• Finding the most probable sequence (e.g. speech recognition)
• Temporal anomaly detection
DBNs generalize some well known formalisms [Roweis and Ghahramani,
1999], a few of which are listed below. However the flexibility of Bayesian
networks allows the construction of a wide variety of models.
• Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [Rabiner, 1989]
• Auto Regressive (AR) models [Box et al., 2008]
• Auto Regressive Hidden Markov models [Ephraim et al., 1989]
• Vector Auto Regressive (VAR) models [Reinsel, 2003]
• Linear Kalman Filter Models (KFM) [Kalman, 1960; Thrun et al.,
2005]
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• N-order Markov Chains [Bishop, 2006]
An important feature of dynamic Bayesian networks, is that we can model
not only covariances but also auto/cross covariances, for multivariate time
series analysis. That is we can model the covariance between a single vari-
able and itself, or two different variables, at different points in time.
For a general introduction to temporal models and DBNs, the interested
reader may wish to consult [Bishop, 2006; Russell and Norvig, 2010; Murphy,
2002a].
4.2. Representation
Although a DBN can be specified using a standard Bayesian network, they
are usually defined in terms of a time slice, which consists of nodes rep-
resenting sequential data, called temporal nodes. They are defined in this
way to make them simpler to build, but also because the distribution pa-
rameters do not usually vary over time and are therefore shared. Hence the
term dynamic refers to the fact we are modelling dynamic data, not that
the model is changing dynamically.
4.3. Notation
For subsequent notation, please refer to section (1.3).
4.3.1. Time
A point in time is identified using a lower-case t using zero based indexing.
For example C(t = 3) represents the variable C at time 3, which is the
fourth occurrence in the series C(t = 0), C(t = 1), C(t = 2), C(t = 3). The
term timeslice is used to refer to variables at a particular point in time t.
The term temporal data or ‘time series’ data will be used interchangeably.
4.4. Representation
Temporal nodes within a time slice can be linked to each other in the stan-
dard way. See for example the link between nodes C and D in figure (4.1)
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that is not labelled with a number. In addition, temporal links can be spec-
ified between one temporal node and another, or to itself. A temporal link
actually links a temporal node in one time slice to a temporal node in a
time slice a number of steps in the future. The number of steps is called the
order. The link between nodes C and D labelled with a 2 in figure (4.1) is
an example of a temporal link of order 2, and C also has a temporal link of
order 1 to itself. Figure (4.2) shows the same network unrolled for 4 time
slices, for comparison.
Unrolling a network, simply means constructing the equivalent standard
Bayesian network. Unrolling is a useful aid for understanding the structure
of a dynamic Bayesian network. In addition, some inference algorithms use
the unrolled network to perform inference. However, explicitly unrolling a
DBN for inference is not required by all algorithms.
Contemporal nodes make up the static part of the network, but can link
to temporal nodes. If a contemporal node is linked to a temporal node and
the DBN is un-rolled, the contemporal node is not repeated, however it will
link to all instances of the temporal node in each time slice. For example
node A in figure (4.1) is a contemporal node. Notice that in figure (4.2) A
is not repeated, but links to C at each time slice.
A few other types of node can also be included in a DBN. Nodes can
specify initial conditions and terminal conditions. These are nodes that can
link to the first time slice or last time slice respectively, however are not
repeated and do not link to other time slices. In figure (4.1) B is an initial
node, while E is a terminal node. Figure (4.2) shows that B only connects
to the first time slice, whilst E connects to the last. Note that the time of
the last time slice may vary if sequence lengths vary within a dataset.
4.4.1. Graphical Notation
In this thesis, continuous variables are identified using brackets, for example
(X). To differentiate between the different types of node in a dynamic
Bayesian network we use the notation shown in table (4.1). Note that a
contemporal node is just a standard Bayesian network node, but could link
to temporal nodes.
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Figure 4.1.: Dynamic Bayesian Network - notation used
Figure 4.2.: Dynamic Bayesian Network - unrolled for 4 time slices
4.4.2. Node distributions
One major difference in a dynamic Bayesian network is that whereas in a
standard Bayesian network each node requires one distribution, a node in
a dynamic Bayesian network may require more than one distribution to be
specified. In general, we require a distribution for each parent combination
that may be encountered over time.
In some circumstances we can use parameter sharing to avoid specifying
multiple distributions [Nikovski, 1998]. This is advantageous when we do
not want to model the initial state(s) of time series, using these additional
distributions, but rather the initial state(s) behave in the same way as the
overall time series/sequence. This also reduces the number of parameters
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Table 4.1.: DBN notation
Node type Notation
Contemporal A
Temporal << A >>
Initial A >>
Terminal << A
in the model.
As with a standard Bayesian network a node’s distribution is conditional
on its parents, however in a dynamic Bayesian network a node’s parents
can change depending on how many past temporal observations there are
available. For example, if a node has a link from another node in a previous
time slice, this link only comes into effect at t >= 1.
We will use the DBN in figure (4.1) as an example. Both C and D require
two distributions to be specified, examples of which are shown in tables (4.2,
4.3) and tables (4.4, 4.5) respectively, however nodes A and B only require
a single distribution each, as in a standard Bayesian network.
Consider node D. When t = 0 or t = 1 the link from C of order 2 is not
yet included in the distribution, because there is no data yet for t − 2. At
t = 2 the link of order 2 is now included because there is data present at
t− 2.
Table 4.2.: Distribution for C(t)
A B C(t) = True C(t) = False
True True 0.2 0.8
True False 0.1 0.9
False True 0.45 0.55
False False 0.01 0.99
4.5. Inference
Consider the network in figure (4.1), in which A is a contemporal node,
B an initial node, C and D temporal nodes and E a terminal node. The
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Table 4.3.: Distribution for C(t− 1)
A C(t− 1) C(t) = True C(t) = False
True True 0.25 0.75
True False 0.15 0.85
False True 0.3 0.7
False False 0.5 0.5
Table 4.4.: Distribution for D(t)
C(t) D(t) = True D(t) = False
True 0.3 0.7
False 0.9 0.1
following list shows some queries that are possible with a DBN.
• Calculate the probability of individual variables given evidence. (e.g.
P (A) and P (B) given the evidence.)
• Calculate the joint probability over multiple variables given evidence.
(e.g. P (A,B) given the evidence.)
• Calculate the probability of time series variables given evidence (e.g.
P (Ct=2) and P (Dt=5) given the evidence.)
• Calculate the joint probability of time series variables given evidence
(e.g. P (Ct=2, Dt=5) given the evidence.)
• Calculate the joint probability of the same time series variable at
different times, given evidence (e.g. P (Ct=2, Ct=5) given the evidence.)
• Calculate the joint probability of time series variables and contemporal
variables given evidence (e.g. P (A,Dt=5) given the evidence.)
• Calculate a range of time series queries given evidence (e.g. P (Ct=1..25)
given the evidence.)
• Calculate the log likelihood of time series data.
• Calculate the most probable sequence.
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Table 4.5.: Distribution for D(t− 2)
C(t− 2) C(t) D(t) = True D(t) = False
True True 0.05 0.95
True False 0.33 0.67
False True 0.12 0.88
False False 0.4 0.6
4.5.1. Evidence
Evidence for a DBN consists of both contemporal evidence and temporal
evidence. Contemporal evidence is the same as evidence you would observe
on a standard Bayesian network. Temporal evidence consists of any time
series, or sequence data.
Using the terminology from Data Mining, a dataset contains cases, where
each case can contain both contemporal and temporal data. In a standard
Bayesian network, a case can be thought of as a row in database table. With
DBNs a case will also contain corresponding time series data. Therefore each
case has its own time series data.
Tables (4.6 and 4.7) show data that was sampled from the DBN in fig-
ure (4.1). Notice that, in this example the sequence length for each case is
different, and that the sample data contains some missing data, identified
with the text (null). Missing data is handled in the same way as a stan-
dard Bayesian network. Also note that the temporal variables C and D
are discrete, but often temporal data are continuous, such as stock market
data.
Table 4.6.: Sample contemporal data
Case A B E
0 False False False
1 True False (null)
We will not discuss learning here, however it is important to note that
efficient and scalable inference is of paramount importance when learning
the parameters of a DBN. All of the techniques presented in this text can
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Table 4.7.: Sample temporal data
Case Time C D
0 0 False True
0 1 True True
0 2 (null) True
1 0 False (null)
1 1 False True
1 2 False True
1 3 False False
1 4 False False
be applied equally well to DBNs as standard Bayesian networks.
An in depth study of the algorithms used in inference and learning with
DBNs can be found in [Murphy, 2002a].
4.6. Example 1 - Hidden Markov Model
In this section, we will examine the well known Hidden Markov Model,
represented as a dynamic Bayesian network. Figure (4.3) shows a typical
Hidden Markov Model (HMM), which is essentially a temporal extension of
the Gaussian Mixture Model [McLachlan and Peel, 2000; Bishop, 2006].
Figure 4.3.: Hidden Markov Model
The nodes are named using Hidden Markov Model nomenclature. Node
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Transition represents the transition matrix, and node Observation the ob-
servation or emission probabilities. The node Transition is latent, simply
meaning that it is hidden / never observed. In this example Observation
is a multivariate Gaussian containing 4 continuous variables Obs1, Obs2,
Obs3 and Obs4, but could have been structured differently or indeed dis-
crete. The link between Transition and Observation means that we have a
distribution over Obs1, Obs2, Obs3 and Obs4 for each state in Transition.
Transition has a temporal link of order 1, which requires the specifica-
tion of two distributions. Using the notation t to represent time, the first
distribution is specified at t = 0 shown in table (4.8) which in HMM termi-
nology is referred to as the prior. The second at t = 1 shown in table (4.9)
is referred to as the transition matrix. The transition matrix represents the
probability of moving from from one state in Transition to another, or in
other words the probability of moving from one Multivariate Gaussian to
another. We essentially have a Mixture Model repeated at each time step
(sharing the same parameters), with transition probabilities specifying how
likely a move is from one Gaussian to another.
Figure (4.4) shows the equivalent standard Bayesian network unrolled for
4 time slices, and figure (4.5) the same network decomposed such that each
node only has a single variable.
Table 4.8.: P (Transition(t))
Transition(t)
T1 T2 T3
0.2 0.3 0.5
Table 4.9.: P (Transition(t)|Transition(t− 1))
Transition(t)
Transition(t− 1) T1 T2 T3
T1 0.2 0.3 0.5
T2 0.4 0.4 0.2
T3 0.9 0.09 0.01
Hidden Markov models have found a wide range of applications, such
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Table 4.10.: P (Observation(t)|Transition(t) = T1)
Obs1(t) Obs2(t) Obs3(t) Obs4(t)
Mean 3.2 2.4 −1.7 6.2
Cov(Obs1(t)) 2.3 −0.3 0.5 0.35
Cov(Obs2(t)) −0.3 2.1 0.12 0.1
Cov(Obs3(t)) 0.5 0.12 3.2 0.23
Cov(Obs4(t)) 0.35 0.1 0.23 1.4
Figure 4.4.: Hidden Markov Model - Unrolled for 4 time slices
as speech recognition, temporal density estimation, and temporal anomaly
detection to name a few.
Dynamic Bayesian networks do not limit us to the structure of an HMM,
as they can be extended by adding additional structure as required. For
example we could construct a mixture of Hidden Markov models.
4.7. Example 2 - Kalman filter
In this section we will consider an example of a Linear Dynamical System,
the Linear Kalman Filter [Thrun et al., 2005; Bishop, 2006; Murphy, 2002a],
represented as a dynamic Bayesian network. Kalman filter models have the
same structure as Hidden Markov Models except that the latent variables
are continuous.
Figure (4.6) depicts a Linear Kalman Filter graphically as a dynamic
Bayesian network. Figure (4.7) shows the equivalent standard Bayesian
network unrolled for 4 time slices, and figure (4.8) the same network de-
composed, such that each node only contains one variable.
In this simple example, the latent (hidden) node X will represent the
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Figure 4.5.: Hidden Markov Model - Unrolled for 4 time slices and
decomposed
Figure 4.6.: Kalman Filter Model
unknown position of an object being tracked (such as a missile) in two-
dimensional coordinate space. Variables X1 and X2 are the coordinates,
and X1dot, X2dot the respective velocities. Node Y represents the esti-
mated position of the object provided by a sensor.
Equations (4.1 and 4.2) show the standard Kalman Filter equations. We
will map these to the distributions in a DBN.
X(t+ 1) = F ∗X(t) +W (t), (4.1)
W ∼ N(0, Q)
In equation (4.1), F is the state transition model (the weights in ta-
ble (4.12)), and W is the process noise with zero mean and covariance Q
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Figure 4.7.: Kalman Filter Model - Unrolled for 4 time slices
Figure 4.8.: Kalman Filter Model - Unrolled for 4 time slices and
decomposed
(the covariance entries in table (4.12)).
Y (t) = H ∗X(t) + V (t), (4.2)
V ∼ N(0, R)
In equation (4.2), H is the observation model which maps the true state
space into the observed space (the weights in table (4.13)) and V is the
observation noise with zero mean and covariance R (the covariance entries
in table (4.13)).
In this example, the model represents an object moving in the plane at
constant velocity, subject to random perturbations in its trajectory. The
new position (X1, X2) is the old position plus the velocity (X1dot, X2dot)
plus noise W .
Tables (4.11) and (4.12) show example distributions assigned to node
X while table (4.13) the distribution assigned to node Y . Note that to
represent a linear Kalman filter as a DBN, many of the parameters are
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fixed to zero or one.
Kalman Filter models have found a wide range of applications, such as
tracking objects, sensor fusion, data fusion, and computer vision.
As with the HMM, dynamic Bayesian networks do not limit us to the
structure of a Kalman Filter Model, as they can be extended by adding
additional structure. For example we could construct a mixture of Kalman
Filter Models.
Table 4.11.: P (X(t = 0))
X1(t) X2(t) X1dot(t) X2dot(t)
Mean 10 10 1 0
Cov(X1(t)) 10 0 0 0
Cov(X2(t)) 10 0 0
Cov(X1dot(t)) 10 0
Cov(X2dot(t)) 10
Table 4.12.: P (X(t)|X(t− 1))
X1(t) X2(t) X1dot(t) X2dot(t)
Mean 0 0 0 0
Cov(X1(t)) 0.1 0 0 0
Cov(X2(t)) 0.1 0 0
Cov(X1dot(t)) 0.1 0
Cov(X2dot(t)) 0.1
Weight(X1(t− 1)) 1 0 0 0
Weight(X2(t− 1)) 0 1 0 0
Weight(X1dot(t− 1)) 1 0 1 0
Weight(X2dot(t− 1)) 0 1 0 1
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Table 4.13.: P (Y (t)|X(t))
Y 1(t) Y 2(t)
Mean 0 0
Cov(Y 1(t)) 1 0
Cov(Y 2(t)) 1
Weight(X1(t)) 1 0
Weight(X2(t)) 0 1
Weight(X1dot(t)) 0 0
Weight(X2dot(t)) 0 0
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Part II.
New methods for efficient
and scalable inference
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5. Efficient multiplication and
marginalization
5.1. Introduction
At the heart of most inference algorithms for Bayesian networks are pro-
cedures for multiplying and marginalizing multivariate discrete probability
distributions. Existing techniques are vastly superior to na¨ıve methods,
and new algorithms detailed in this chapter offer further significant im-
provements, both in speed and memory requirements. Software has been
implemented using these techniques that outperforms the popular high per-
formance commercial and academic Bayesian network tools currently avail-
able.
There are a large number of algorithms for performing inference with
Bayesian networks, such as the Poly-tree algorithm [Kim and Pearl, 1983],
Variable Elimination [Dechter, 1996], Symbolic Probabilistic Inference [Li
and D’Ambrosio, 1994], Junction Tree algorithms [S.L. Lauritzen, 1988;
Lauritzen and Olesen, 1990; Shafer and Shenoy, 1990], Relevance-based de-
composition [Lin and Druzdzel, 1997] and various conditioning algorithms,
not to mention approximate techniques [Jordan, 1999; Minka, 2001; MacKay,
1998; Bishop, 2006]. The majority1 of these algorithms require efficient tech-
niques for multiplying and marginalizing multivariate discrete probability
distributions.
The effect of using different techniques to perform multiplication and
marginalization is dramatic. As an illustration, the new techniques de-
scribed here often execute over 100 times faster than a na¨ıve approach.
1Most conditioning algorithms can directly benefit from these new algorithms, however
some such as Recursive conditioning [Darwiche, 2000a] perform conditioning down
to the level of a single probability. Although on the face of it these algorithms may
not directly benefit from these new techniques, modified versions could provide fast
incremental lookup of values in tables.
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Fast inference is often essential, especially as more and more demanding
Bayesian networks are becoming commonplace. For example, an operator of
a decision support system will usually be prepared to wait one second for a
decision, but may not be prepared to wait 100 seconds. Another example is
parameter learning with latent variables [Heckerman, 1996], which requires
one inference for each case in a database, and will repeat this over a number
of iterations until convergence. For even modest databases, it is not hard
to imagine this equating to hundreds of thousands of individual inference
calls. Even without latent variables, cases with missing data will require the
same treatment [Little and Rubin, 2002]. Moreover, increasingly, Bayesian
networks are being used in systems (some embedded) requiring real time
responses.
Although methods are discussed in the context of Bayesian networks, the
techniques are directly applicable to more general Probabilistic Graphical
Models, and can also be used for max propagation, used both during Most
Probable Explanation (MPE) queries and Decision Graph (Influence dia-
gram) queries.
For subsequent notation, please refer to section (1.3).
5.1.1. Marginalization
If M ⊂ N then marginalization is the process of reducing the superset φN
to the subset φM, by summing over the variables N\M. For details of this
process, please refer to section (2.2.1).
5.1.2. Multiplication
If M ⊆ N then φM and φN can be multiplied together to create a new table
over the variables N denoted φ′N. For details of this process, please refer to
section (2.2.1).
5.2. Table representation
5.2.1. Multi-dimensional arrays
Although in practice it is inefficient to represent tables with multi-dimensional
arrays or jagged arrays, it is instructive to use them to illustrate the process
of multiplication and marginalization. The number of dimensions required
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equals the number of variables in the table, and the size of each dimension
equals the number of possible states of the corresponding variable.
An individual cell can be accessed via a vector of indices representing
the states we are interested in. For example if M represents the variables
A,B,C then (using zero-based indexing) φM[0, 1, 0] would access the in-
stantiation representing the first state of A, the second of B and the first of
C.
Consider the superset A,B,C,D and subset A,C. Multiplication and
marginalization could then be performed with the pseudo-code in algorithms
2 and 3.
Algorithm 2: Multiply (Multi-Dimensional)
Input: superset, subset
for a=0 ; a < |A| ; a++ do
for b=0 ; b < |B| ; b++ do
for c=0 ; c < |C| ; c++ do
for d=0 ; d < |D| ; d++ do
superset[a, b, c, d]∗ = subset[a, c];
Algorithm 3: Marginalize (Multi-Dimensional)
Input: superset, subset
for a=0 ; a < |A| ; a++ do
for c=0 ; c < |C| ; c++ do
sum = 0;
for b=0 ; b < |B| ; b++ do
for d=0 ; d < |D| ; d++ do
sum += superset[a, b, c, d];
subset[a, c] = sum;
Although this might appear convenient, internally multi-dimensional ar-
rays of this sort are stored linearly in memory as one-dimensional arrays,
and therefore conversion between the indices of the states to the position
in linear memory is necessary. With jagged arrays a sequence of memory
redirections are required. In both cases, when performed repeatedly as re-
quired by multiplication and marginalization of tables, this becomes very
inefficient and instead it is preferable to work directly with the equivalent
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one-dimensional array, in order to take advantage of patterns that arise in
the sequence of lookups.
5.2.2. One-dimensional arrays
Each row in the one-dimensional array corresponds to a different instan-
tiation. Table (5.1) illustrates Table 2.1 represented as a one-dimensional
array.
Table 5.1.: One-dimensional P (A,B,C,D)
A B C D Row Value
True True True True 0 0.0036
True True True False 1 0.0098
True True False True 2 0.0024
True True False False 3 0.0042
True False True True 4 0.0256
True False True False 5 0.0432
True False False True 6 0.0064
True False False False 7 0.0048
False True True True 8 0.0054
False True True False 9 0.0252
False True False True 10 0.0486
False True False False 11 0.1008
False False True True 12 0.0864
False False True False 13 0.1728
False False False True 14 0.2016
False False False False 15 0.2592
Notice that for individual variables, each state is repeated a number of
times, before moving onto the next. We call this the shift. For example the
shift of B in Table 5.1 is 4. For a variable Mi ∈M the shift of Mi in φM is
denoted shiftφM(Mi).
shiftφM(Mi) =
|M|−1∏
k=i+1
|Mk| (5.1)
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Conversion
To convert from variable states to the row in a one-dimensional array we
can use the pseudo-code in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4: GetRow
Input: variables, shifts, states
row = 0;
for i=0 ; i < |variables| ; i++ do
row += states[i]shifts[i];
return row ;
Either Algorithm 5 or 6 can be used to convert the other way.
Algorithm 5: GetState
Input: row, variable, shift
temp = rowshift ;
// temp is an integer, so automatically rounds down
return temp mod |variable|
Algorithm 6: GetStates
Input: row, variables, shifts, states
// states is a buffer to store the results
current = row;
for i=0 ; i < |variables| − 1 ; i++ do
// DivRem returns the quotient and sets current to the
remainder
states[i] = DivRem(current,shifts[i]);
states[|variables| − 1] = current;
As pointed out in [Murphy, 2002b] if all the variables are binary, this is
equivalent to converting from a binary number to a decimal.
5.3. Fast multiplication and marginalization
First we explain existing techniques described in [Murphy, 2002b; Huang
and Darwiche, 1996].
If M ⊂ N then a mapping between φM and φN is simply the set of indices
identifying the positions of M in N. For example the mapping between
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{A,C} and {A,B,C,D} equals {0, 2}. Note that in general the variables
need not appear in the same order in both sets.
To perform multiplication and marginalization we can, for each row in
the superset, calculate the superset states using GetStates. Then using a
mapping and GetRow we can calculate the equivalent row in the subset, and
perform the required operations. As an alternative, we could use GetState
instead of GetStates, or a hybrid scheme, however in all cases mapping
between the indices of the superset and subset is very expensive.
5.3.1. Performance considerations
In practice when performing multiplication or marginalization, we must con-
sider how efficient our sequences of lookups into memory are, and which type
of memory we are accessing. In general the smaller the memory resource,
the faster the retrieval, so the processor caches are ideal for fast operations.
The way we access arrays of data is crucial, preferring sequential-access over
random-access, to maximize the number of cache hits.
Consider a subset φM and superset φN. Most algorithms for multiplication
and marginalization access φN sequentially and φM in random order, or vice
versa. Since φN is always at least two times larger than φM it is preferable to
access φN sequentially. Hybrid schemes are also possible, in order to improve
upon the randomness of access to φM. For example, we might perform two
sequential passes of φN visiting even rows in the first pass and odd rows in
the second.
Some of the algorithms for multiplication and marginalization that follow
require supporting arrays in addition to the superset and subset. Although
the supporting arrays are accessed sequentially, which is fast, they are com-
peting with the superset and subset for fast memory resources, which can
increase the number of cache misses, thus reducing their effectiveness.
5.3.2. Indexes
For multiplication and marginalization, the task is to map between the
equivalent rows in the superset and subset. Table 5.2 illustrates a one-
dimensional version of the marginalized table in Table 2.2, and Table 5.3
represents Table 5.1 with an extra column showing the equivalent row in
Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2.: One-Dimensional Marginal
A C Row Value
True True 0 0.0822
True False 1 0.0178
False True 2 0.2898
False False 3 0.6102
The equivalent row column is called an index, and is similar in concept to a
database index. Any procedure capable of multiplication or marginalization
can be adapted to build an index, as they already compute the equivalent
rows.
If we pre-compute this index we can then use it to perform marginalization
and multiplication. With this technique we access the superset sequentially,
which is preferred, however we must also access the index, albeit sequen-
tially, which means extra competition for fast memory resources. We must
also take into account the additional memory required to store the index,
which has the same number of entries as the superset.
5.3.3. Index cache
Once the index is built it can be stored in an index cache and reused. Note
that the same index could be used for both multiplication and marginaliza-
tion, and could be used over different sets of tables if their state counts and
mapping are equivalent. Inference algorithms use caching schemes of vary-
ing complexity, some storing indexes along with internal structures, such
as junction-trees, reusing them over a number of queries, and others which
store them for very short periods of time within single queries, or a hy-
brid approach. There is a clear trade-off between memory consumption and
performance.
5.3.4. Index maps
To reduce the substantial memory overhead of an index, we can compute
the equivalent entries in the index on the fly by way of two smaller separate
indexes which here we call an index map.
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Table 5.3.: Equivalent Rows
A B C D Row Equivalent row
True True True True 0 0
True True True False 1 0
True True False True 2 1
True True False False 3 1
True False True True 4 0
True False True False 5 0
True False False True 6 1
True False False False 7 1
False True True True 8 2
False True True False 9 2
False True False True 10 3
False True False False 11 3
False False True True 12 2
False False True False 13 2
False False False True 14 3
False False False False 15 3
Consider the tables φM and φN with M ⊂ N. The first index, which here
we call the start index, is constructed in the same way as a normal index
except that we only iterate over N ∩M in φN. It therefore contains the
same number of entries as the subset. The second, which we call the offset
index, is constructed similarly except that we iterate over N\M (called the
difference) in φN.
The idea is that instead of iterating over all of the superset variables
to build an index, we build one for the subset variables and one for the
difference. When we then perform multiplication or marginalization, we
effectively perform the missing iterations that would have been needed to
build an index, by iterating over the second index for each value in the
first, and sum the two values. The pseudo-code in algorithm 7 illustrates
Multiplication using this technique.
An advantage of this approach is that the combined size of the start and
offset indexes is much smaller than that of the equivalent index. Not only
is the memory overhead reduced, but the time to build them is significantly
reduced.
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Algorithm 7: Multiply (Index Map)
Input: superset, subset, startIndex, offsetIndex
// no need to initialize subset to zero
for i=0 ; i < length(startIndex) ; i++ do
startValue = start[i];
sum = 0.0;
for j=0 ; j < length(offsetIndex) ; j++ do
sum += superset[startValue + offsetIndex[j]];
subset[i] =sum;
The disadvantages are that we access the subset sequentially, which is
fast, but access the superset in random order which is slow. In addition we
must access the two index tables which are therefore also competing for fast
memory resources.
Once again these index maps can be built using any procedures capable of
multiplication or marginalization, and can also be stored in an index cache
and reused. In fact the start and offset indexes can be stored in the cache
independently and may be re-used separately.
5.4. Dynamic Merged Iteration
We now introduce a new technique, named Dynamic Merged Iteration (DMI),
which performs multiplication and marginalization by calculating the equiv-
alent rows on the fly, alleviating the need for any cache or cache management
system. It could also be used to build an index or index map efficiently.
The technique requires that the variables in the subset appear in the
same order in the superset. One way of accomplishing this is by ensuring
that there is a total ordering of all variables, and tables are constructed
accordingly. If there is evidence on any of the variables in a table, a new
smaller table is created by instantiation, that collapses the corresponding
variables out.
Then, variables in the subset that appear together in the superset are
grouped together. See Figure 5.1 for an example.
Each set of grouped variables is called a group. Having identified the
groups in common, we have also implicitly defined groups of variables not
in common, which we call difference groups. In the case of marginalization,
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Figure 5.1.: Grouped Variables
the groups are the variables we wish to keep, and the difference groups
are the variables we wish to remove. In Figure 5.1 the superset N =
{A,B,C,D,E, F,G,H, I, J,K} and the subset M = {B,C, F,G,H, J}. The
groups are {B,C}, {F,G,H}, {J} and the difference groups are {A}, {D,E},
{I}, {K}. Here we use zero based indexing to refer to groups, for example
{B,C} is Group 0, {F,G,H} is Group 1 and {J} is Group 2.
Now that we have sorted and grouped the variables we can detect and
exploit patterns. Figure 5.2 illustrates the equivalent rows between the two
tables, and the contributions from each group are shown in Figures 5.3,5.4
and 5.5.
Figure 5.2.: Equivalent Rows (sub chart zooms in on the first 64 values)
To explain how these patterns arise and how to exploit them, consider
the tables φM and φN with M ⊂ N. In order to perform multiplication or
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Figure 5.3.: Equivalent Rows With Contributions From All Groups
Figure 5.4.: Contributions with Group 0 Removed (sub chart zooms in on
the first 64 values)
marginalization we need to visit each instantiation n of φN. This could be
done via a number of nested For loops, one for each variable in N. Each
For loop iterates over each possible state. Within the innermost loop we
increment the superset row. The pseudo-code in algorithm 8 illustrates
visiting each instantiation in Table 5.1.
The procedure visits each instantiation n of φN in order. Notice that each
time we increment the state of a variable in φN the superset row increases
by the shift of the variable in the next nested loop (i.e. by the product
of the number of states of the variables in the inner loops). The shift, as
defined earlier, just equals the number of times each state is repeated in a
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Figure 5.5.: Contribution with Groups 0 And 1 Removed (sub chart zooms
in on the first 64 values)
Algorithm 8: Visit1
supersetRow = 0;
for a=0 ; a < |A| ; a++ do
for b=0 ; b < |B| ; b++ do
for c=0 ; c < |C| ; c++ do
for d=0 ; d < |D| ; d++ do
// instantiation a, b, c, d
supersetRow++;
one-dimensional table, before moving on to the next state.
In order to calculate the subset row we can make use of the fact that the
variables in the superset appear in the same order in the subset. Each time
we increment the state of a variable A in φN, if A ∈M then we increment the
subset row by shiftφM(A). This is the equivalent shift in φM. The following
procedure extends V isit1, in order to compute the equivalent subset row.
If you imagine writing the equivalent code to V isit2 for Figure 5.1 you
will notice that nested loops corresponding to variables in difference groups
can be amalgamated. Instead of iterating over the states of an individ-
ual variable we simply iterate over the combination of the states in that
difference group.
Similarly, a further optimization can be gained from the groups them-
selves.
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Algorithm 9: Visit2
supersetRow = 0;
subsetRow0 = 0;
for a=0 ; a < |A| ; a++ do
for b=0 ; b < |B| ; b++ do
subsetRow1 = subsetRow0;
for c=0 ; c < |C| ; c++ do
for d=0 ; d < |D| ; d++ do
// supersetRow = instantiation a, b, c, d in
superset
// subsetRow1 = instantiation a, c in subset
supersetRow++;
subsetRow1 += shiftC;
subsetRow0 += shiftA;
Consider the nested For loops corresponding to the group {B,C} in Fig-
ure 5.1. The outer loop will increment by shiftφM(B), size(B) times, and
the inner loop by shiftφM(C)size(C). On exiting the inner loop we will have
performed a total shift of shiftφM(C)size(C) = shiftφM(B), and since the
outer For loop is incrementing by shiftφM(B) also, they are equivalent,
and we can merge the two For loops into one, each time incrementing by
shiftφM(C).
The pseudo-code in algorithms 10 and 11 illustrate the two aforemen-
tioned For loops and the equivalent merged version.
Algorithm 10: BeforeMerge
subsetRow0 = 0;
for b=0 ; b < |B| ; b++ do
subsetRow1 = subsetRow0;
for c=0 ; c < |C| ; c++ do
// output subsetRow1
subsetRow1 += shiftC;
subsetRow0 += shiftB;
In general when we combine variables in a group the new shift will equal
that of the last group variable.
We can now perform multiplication and marginalization for the tables
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Algorithm 11: AfterMerge
subsetRow = 0;
for i=0 ; i < |B||C| ; i++ do
// output subsetRow
subsetRow += shiftC;
in Figure 5.1. Algorithm 12 illustrates pseudo-code for multiplication. In
fact the procedure will work whenever we have three groups. Although the
pseudo-code is hard coded for three groups, it can be modified for the more
general case, using a recursive routine, or a pseudo-recursive routine with
stack variables. In practice the majority of multiplications and marginaliza-
tions are usually restricted to a small number of groups, so separate hard-
coded routines for these cases can be beneficial. Also it should be noted
that if the last variable in the subset is the last variable in the superset, we
can avoid the expensive inner most loop.
5.4.1. Table instantiation
Variations on these algorithms can also be used for efficient instantiation of
tables, i.e. creating a smaller table by picking out the relevant values.
5.5. Experimental results
Tests were performed on a selection of Bayesian networks from the first UAI
Evaluation of Probabilistic Inference systems in 2006 [UAI, 2006]. Each
network has an associated evidence scenario, and the task is to calculate
the probability of evidence (PE) as shown in equation (5.2) in which U
represents the universe of variables, which amounts to marginalizing over all
non-evidential nodes in an efficient way. In actual fact instead of calculating
P (e) we calculate the log(P (e)) to avoid underflow. The networks from the
UAI evaluation were in general complex to solve, and therefore provide
a demanding set of test cases. For details on the networks and evidence
scenarios consult [UAI, 2006].
P (e) =
∑
U
P (U, e) =
∑
U
∏
i
P (Ui|pa(Ui))e (5.2)
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Algorithm 12: Multiply (New)
Input: superset, subset
// groupStates(i) equals the product of state counts in
group i
// diffStates(i) equals the product of state counts in
difference group i
// shift(i) equals the shift of the last variable in group
i
supersetRow = 0;
for d0=0 ; d0 < diffStates0 ; d0++ do
subsetRow0 = 0;
for g0=0 ; g0 < groupStates0 ; g0++ do
for d1=0 ; d1 < diffStates1 ; d1++ do
subsetRow1 = subsetRow0;
for g1=0 ; g1 < groupStates1 ; g1++ do
for d2=0 ; d2 < diffStates2 ; d2++ do
subsetRow2 = subsetRow1;
// note that shift2 always equals 1
for g2=0 ; g2 < groupStates2 ; g2++ do
value = subset[subsetRow2];
for d3=0 ; d3 < diffStates3 ; d3++ do
superset[supersetRow++]∗ = value;
subsetRow1 +=shift1;
subsetRow0 += shift0;
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The networks we included in our tests are listed below. A small number
of networks were excluded because they could not be computed using the
algorithm used for this experiment.
• Random mutations of the burglar alarm graph
• Diagnosis network (Druzdzel)
• Dynamic Bayesian networks from speech recognition that were un-
rolled a fixed amount.
• Variations on the Water DBN
• Various forms of grids
• Variations on the ISCAS 85 electrical circuit
• Variations on the ISCAS 89 electrical circuit
• Bayesian networks from computer-based patient care system (cpcs)
• Various randomly generated graphs (F. Cozman’s algorithm).
• Various known-tree-width random k-trees, with determinism (k=24)
• Various known-tree-width random positive k-trees, (k=24)
• Various linear block coding graphs.
For each network, results were produced using Indexes, Index Maps, and
Dynamic Merged Iteration introduced in this thesis. The required mul-
tiplications and marginalizations were identical for each technique, since
the same inference algorithm was used for each comparison. The inference
algorithm used was based on variable elimination [Dechter, 1996]. The al-
gorithm was extended in the following ways: first D-separated and barren
nodes were ignored. Then singly connected nuisance graphs were reduced.
Following this a triangulation was performed providing an elimination order,
and conditioning was dynamically applied when necessary.
Results only include time spent performing multiplication, marginaliza-
tion and building any indexes, and the tests were performed on a system
with 1 GB RAM. Each test was repeated 10 times, and the average value
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taken. Standard deviations are not reported, as there was very little varia-
tion.
Figure 5.6 plots the ratio of time taken for each network, by Indexes and
Index maps compared to Dynamic Merged Iteration (DMI). For example, a
value of 2.0 for Index means that it took twice as long as DMI. The ratio
of the total time over all networks was 1 (DMI) : 1.61 (Index maps) : 2.03
(Indexes). This clearly indicates that inference algorithms can benefit from
Dynamic Merged Iteration.
Figure 5.6.: Empirical Results
It could be argued that the cost of building the indexes in these tests is
not amortized across many queries, however even if you exclude the time for
building indexes, often the improvements remain. This is because we are
accessing the superset sequentially, and we do not have additional indexes
competing for fast memory resources.
In addition, for many of the networks used in the tests, algorithms such
as standard Junction Tree algorithms cannot perform the tasks within the
available memory, and therefore schemes such as those which associate in-
dexes with the Junction Tree, and reuse them across multiple queries could
not be used anyway. Spreading the cost of building the indexes would
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then require a complex cache management system, which can be completely
avoided with DMI.
To put these results in the context of other software we have performed
a simple experiment using a number of fully connected Bayesian networks
with randomized conditional probability tables, whose joint probability fits
in main memory. The task is to compute all marginal probabilities without
any evidence entered. The rationale behind these tests is that they reduce
the number of differentiators between algorithms as every entry in the full
joint probability table needs to be explored, thus giving a good indication
of how fast other software is performing multiplication and marginalization
operations. For comparison, we used two of the top software vendors who
are renowned for fast inference. The results are tabulated in figure (5.7)
and the ratio of time taken is charted as a percentage in figure (5.8). Again,
each test was repeated 10 times, and the average value taken. Standard
deviations are not reported, as there was very little variation. The results
consistently show that inference times can usually be cut in half or better,
which is highly significant.
Figure 5.7.: Software comparison
5.6. Conclusions and further work
The experimental results demonstrate clear performance advantages to the
approach. It should also be emphasised that not only do we achieve perfor-
mance gains, but we also alleviate the need to create and manage indexes
which can consume significant resources.
Further work could investigate the combination of Dynamic Merged Iter-
ation (DMI) with SIMD instruction sets (perhaps using auto vectorization),
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Figure 5.8.: Software comparison
parallelization (perhaps using auto parallelization), and GPU acceleration.
Multiplication should parallelize well, because each change to the superset
is isolated, and therefore there is no need for thread synchronization. To
avoid costly thread synchronization during marginalization, the algorithms
presented here would need to be enhanced such that no two threads update
the same entry in the subset.
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6. Multi variable nodes
6.1. Abstract
Typically, a node in a Bayesian network represents a single variable. How-
ever, in this chapter we introduce a novel framework, allowing a node to
contain more than one variable while retaining the same functionality. We
call such a node a Multi Variable Node (MVN). The approach differs from
simply using vector-valued variables, and we provide evidence of the follow-
ing advantages.
• Increased performance
• Graphical simplicity
• Alternative parameterization/semantics
It can be useful to think of a network containing MVN nodes as half way
between a standard Bayesian network and a Junction Tree, whilst main-
taining the direction of links.
Importantly, an MVN node can have missing data on some of its variables,
and queries can be performed at the granularity of a variable. For example,
if a node was made up of the variables {A,B,C}, we could set evidence on A,
leaving B and C missing, and then calculate P (B,C). In addition, queries
can contain variables spanning multiple nodes, and if required evidence can
be soft/virtual on one or more variables within an MVN node. As discussed
later, this differentiates this approach from vector-valued variables.
In addition to these novel features, we also present original material,
detailing the advantages found when adopting this approach.
6.2. Motivation
The original motivation for this work stemmed from the desire to represent
a mixture model as a Bayesian network, as shown in figure (6.1), allowing
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parameters to be specified in terms of means and covariances, and without
representing each variable as an individual node with lots of additional
links complicating the graphical structure, as shown in figure (6.2). We did
however want to retain the ability to allow evidence to be set on some, but
not all of the variables, and in the case of discrete variables, set soft/virtual
evidence on them.
During the investigation, many other benefits became apparent.
Figure 6.1.: Iris Mixture Model
6.3. Representation
A node with only a single variable will be referred to as a Single Variable
Node (SVN). A network with no MVN nodes will be called an SVN network,
whilst a network with at least one MVN will be called an MVN network.
6.3.1. Multiple discrete variables
Figure (6.3) shows a simple Bayesian network with the nodes A and B.
In this example, node A has a single variable A1 and node B contains
two variables B1 and B2 (Note that Node A could also have contained
more than one variable). As with an SVN network P (U) = P (A,B) =
P (A)P (B|A) where U represents the universe of nodes or variables. This
can be written in terms of variables as follows: P (U) = P (A1, B1, B2) =
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Figure 6.2.: Decomposed Iris Mixture Model
P (A1)P (B1, B2|A1). An example distribution for node B is shown in Ta-
ble (6.1) assuming all discrete variables have the states True and False.
Note that, as with SVN networks, values sum to 1 for each parent combina-
tion, however each parent combination now varies over both B1 and B2. In
this example
∑
P (B1, B2|A1 = True) = P (B1 = True,B2 = True,A1 =
True) + P (B1 = False,B2 = True,A1 = True) + P (B1 = True,B2 =
False,A1 = True) + P (B1 = False,B2 = False,A1 = True) = 0.2 + 0.3 +
0.4 + 0.1 = 1.
Table 6.1.: P (B1, B2|A1)
A1 B2 B1 = True B1 = False
True True 0.2 0.3
True False 0.4 0.1
False True 0.15 0.25
False False 0.1 0.5
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Figure 6.3.: Discrete MVN
6.3.2. Multiple continuous variables
Figure (6.4) shows an example of a network containing a node with mul-
tiple continuous variables. Although it is common for continuous nodes in
Bayesian networks to be depicted with a double oval, since we can have
both continuous and discrete variables in the same node we adopt an al-
ternative convention: Continuous variables are identified using brackets ( ).
The probability specification of the network in terms of probabilities and
densities is shown in equation (6.1).
P (U) = P (A,B,C)
= P (A)P (B)P (C|A,B)
= P (A1)P (B1)P (C1, C2|A1, B1) (6.1)
Table (6.2) shows an example distribution for node C, assuming that node
A has the states True and False. (Note that in this thesis, all continuous
distributions are assumed to be Conditional Linear Gaussian distributions,
and are specified in terms of Mean, Covariance and Weight (Regression
coefficient)).
6.3.3. Mixed variables
Figure (6.6) shows a Bayesian network with a mixed node B, containing
both continuous and discrete variables. In this case P (U) = P (A,B,C) =
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Figure 6.4.: Continuous MVN
Table 6.2.: P (C1, C2|A1, B1)
A1 = T C1 C2
Mean 3.5 6.1
Covariance(C1) 2.4 0.54
Covariance(C2) 0.54 1.6
Weight(B1) 0.25 0.34
A1 = F C1 C2
Mean -1.5 0.2
Covariance(C1) 3.06 0.88
Covariance(C2) 0.88 2.45
Weight(B1) -0.54 0.23
P (A)P (B|A)P (C|B) = P (A1, A2)P (B1, B2, B3|A1, A2)P (C1, C2|B1, B2, B3).
6.3.4. Factorization
The use of MVN nodes does not dictate that we must, for example, group
all continuous nodes together in one node. That would defeat the purpose
of Bayesian networks in providing a compact representation of a joint prob-
ability distribution. As shown in figure (6.7) we can still factorize a network
as we see fit.
6.3.5. Constraints
MVN networks that contain continuous variables extend the rules that apply
for SVN networks with continuous variables [Lauritzen and Jensen, 1999]:
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Figure 6.5.: Single Node Iris Mixture Model
Figure 6.6.: Mixed MVN
Nodes which contain one or more continuous variables cannot have child
nodes containing any discrete variables.
For example, in figure (6.6) node A could not contain any continuous
variables, and node C could not contain any discrete variables.
6.3.6. Vector-valued variables
Whilst there is some crossover between this approach and using vector-
valued variables (i.e. variables that accept more than one value), the key
differences are listed below.
• With MVN networks the fundamental unit in a query is a variable,
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Figure 6.7.: Multiple MVN and SVN nodes
not a node.
• MVN networks allow an MVN node to have missing values.
• MVN networks allow an MVN node to have evidence set on some
variables, whilst others remain missing.
• MVN networks allow soft/virtual evidence to be set on one or more
variables within an MVN node.
• A probabilistic query can contain some, but need not include all, vari-
ables from an MVN node.
• A probabilistic query can span variables in multiple MVN nodes
The following examples show a few potential queries from an MVN net-
work. Note that temporal nodes are shown using the symbols << and >>,
and t=0 (for example) denotes a temporal variable at time 0.
• P (A1, B1|A2 = True,B2 = True) (from figure 6.8)
• P (Obs1(t = 0), Obs2(t = 1)|Obs2(t = 0) = True) (from figure 6.9)
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Figure 6.8.: Vector-valued variable comparison
This is in contrast to systems supporting vector-valued variables, which
will likely force either all or none of the values for each vector-valued variable
to have evidence set.
This approach is a complementary technique, as opposed to an alternative
to vector-valued variables, which are especially useful when each vector is
large.
6.3.7. Junction trees
It is interesting to compare MVN networks with junction trees. The main
differences are listed below.
• An MVN network need not be a tree, whereas by definition a junction
tree is.
• MVN networks have directed links, while junction trees have undi-
rected links.
However, an MVN network can be considered half way between a standard
Bayesian network and a junction tree. This is because MVN nodes are
equivalent to SVN nodes which have been combined in the same way that
distributions are combined during junction tree construction.
In some cases an MVN network is already a tree, and therefore the nec-
essary junction tree can be obtained by simply dropping the direction of
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Figure 6.9.: Vector-valued variable comparison (Temporal)
each link (the variables in each node’s distribution being identical to those
in each clique). This process is exactly the same as the polytree algorithm
[Pearl, 1988] which can be used on SVN networks when they are trees.
Therefore, one of the benefits to MVN networks is that we can represent a
wider range of structures, including trees, natively in the original Bayesian
network.
6.4. Advantages
In this section we present further novel material outlining the advantages
of the MVN framework.
6.4.1. Performance
Increased performance can be achieved during inference (and therefore pa-
rameter learning), using MVN networks. As an example, consider the MVN
dynamic Bayesian network in figure (6.10) and its SVN counterpart in fig-
ure (6.11). These networks are equivalent, and will always produce the same
results. In each figure, nodes are shown with angled brackets <<,>> to de-
note that they are temporal nodes. Links with numeric labels are temporal
links, e.g. a label of 1 indicates a temporal link of order 1, which is a link
that connects nodes between subsequent time slices.
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The results of performing an increasing number of temporal predictions
are shown in table (6.3) and figure (6.12). The variables Obs1, Obs2,
Obs3, Obs4 were calculated at times t=0, t=1, t=2..., i.e. P (Obs1t=0),
P (Obs2t=0), P (Obs3t=0), P (Obs4t=0), P (Obs1t=1), P (Obs2t=1), P (Obs3t=1),
P (Obs4t=1).... A single junction tree was used to calculate all the queries
in each experiment. Each test was repeated 10 times, and the average value
taken. Standard deviations are not reported, as there was very little vari-
ation. The algorithm used in this example, did not take advantage of the
fact that the MVN network was a tree (which is discussed later), however
MVN performance is still significantly better.
Figure 6.10.: MVN network (performance comparison)
The performance improvements in this example arise from the following:
• Reduced elimination costs
• Fewer distributions to combine
Elimination is the process of marginalizing out variables that are relevant
to a query and do not have evidence. Algorithms that determine the order in
which variables should be eliminated are sensitive to the number of nodes
and links in a network. An MVN network has significantly fewer nodes
and links than its SVN equivalent, and hence elimination can be far more
efficient.
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Figure 6.11.: SVN network (performance comparison)
During the elimination process, distributions are combined, before each
elimination takes place. In an MVN network, many of the distributions
have already been combined in the native network format.
Further gains could be achieved, as the performance benefits of Bayesian
networks (or dynamic Bayesian networks) that are tree structures are well
known [Pearl, 1988]. MVN networks extend the class of networks that
can be represented in their initial/native format as trees. Therefore in
many cases we can avoid the cost of building the tree structure during
inference. For an algorithm that amortizes the cost of building the tree
structure over many queries, the benefits will be reduced, however for many
algorithms such as Variable Elimination ([Dechter, 1996]) and Relevance
Based Decomposition ([Lin and Druzdzel, 1997]) tree building is expensive,
and the use of MVN networks can provide significant performance benefits
by eliminating that cost.
Using MVN networks, we often find that our native representation is
already a tree, where the SVN equivalent would not be. See for example
the MVN networks in figures (4.4 and 4.7) and their SVN counterparts in
figures (4.5 and 4.8).
Clearly we could just always use the joint distribution over all variables,
which would defeat the object of Bayesian networks. In practice there is a
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Table 6.3.: MVN vs SVN performance
Predictions MV N(secs) SV N(secs)
100 0.05 0.255
200 0.115 0.856
300 0.198 1.85
400 0.235 3.25
500 0.293 5.03
600 0.35 7.32
700 0.395 10.66
800 0.438 13.39
900 0.483 17.43
1000 0.618 21.5
middle ground, whereby a mixture of SVN and MVN nodes is preferred.
6.4.2. Graphical simplicity
To illustrate the fact that MVN networks provide a much simpler and ap-
pealing graphical representation, consider the MVN networks in figures (4.4,
4.7) and their equivalent SVN counterparts in figures (4.5, 4.8).
The SVN networks lose the visually appealing structure that Bayesian
networks are popular for, whereas the MVN networks retain the simple
structure which is easy to interpret.
6.4.3. Alternative parameterization
Consider the Bayesian Network shown in figure (6.1) which is an example of
a Gaussian Mixture Model. It was created from the ubiquitous Iris data set
used in machine learning and data mining [Fisher, 1936]. The Cluster node
contains a single discrete variable with each state representing an individual
cluster or mixture and its associated probability. The Observations node
contains 4 continuous variables; SepalLength, SepalWidth, PetalLength
and PetalWidth. The distribution associated with the Gaussian node is a
mixture of multi variate Gaussians, where each Gaussian is the position and
covariance matrix of the specific cluster.
Figure (6.13) shows two dimensions of the Mixture model. Note that the
ellipses are rotated, indicating that the model includes non zero covariance
entries. An equivalent SVN Bayesian network is shown in figure (6.2). Had
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Figure 6.12.: MVN Performance
the model contained zero covariances, the ellipses would not be rotated, and
we could have used the Bayesian network shown in figure (6.14) instead.
Not only is the MVN variant easier to visualize graphically, but provides
us with an alternative, but equivalent parameterization. This is similar to
the way that a junction tree is equivalent to its underlying network, but has
a different parameterization. This can be useful when manually defining
parameter values or interpreting learnt values.
Tables (6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7) detail the MVN distributions, while figures (6.4,
6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 6.11) detail SVN equivalents (Cov = Covariance, Sl = Sepal
Length, Sw = Sepal Width, Pl = Petal Length, and Pw = Petal Width).
As you would expect, the two equivalent parameterizations have the same
parameter count, and the distribution for node Cluster is the same for the
MVN network and the SVN network.
Notice that the MVN distributions are parameterized in terms of co-
variances, whereas the SVN network is parameterized in terms of weights
(regression) coefficients. Depending on the context, a Bayesian network
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Figure 6.13.: Iris Mixture Model
modeller might prefer to enter weights, or enter covariances. Covariance
parameterization is often preferable when the semantics of a directed link
is not clear, but correlation/covariance is. Put another way, the modeller
wants to model an association/link between the variables, due to the corre-
lations shown in figure (6.13) however the direction of the link is not clear.
In the MVN case the modeller is specifying joint probabilities conditional
on parent nodes.
In the case of MVN nodes with discrete variables, as with the continuous
case, the modeller would specify the parameters in terms of a joint distri-
bution (conditioned on the node’s parents). As with the continuous case,
this is useful when the semantics of a directed link are not clear, or when
data has been collected in that form.
While the graphical representation may be simplified, it does not impose
constraints on how an inference engine may represent the model under the
hood. For example an inference engine may wish to decompose a network
(see section 6.5), although more likely it will further amalgamate variables
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Table 6.4.: Iris MVN and SVN P (Cluster)
Cluster1 Cluster2 Cluster3
0.367 0.333 0.299
Table 6.5.: Iris MVN P (Observations|Cluster1)
Mean 6.545 2.949 5.480 1.985
Cov(Sl) 0.387 0.0922 0.303 0.062
Cov(Sw) 0.110 0.084 0.056
Cov(Pl) 0.328 0.0745
Cov(Pw) 0.086
into a tree structure, if it is not already a tree. MVN networks are much
more likely to be tree structures, which leads to performance gains, and in
fact a designer may wish to design a network as a tree for just that reason.
Temporal distributions
In the same way, an alternative parameterization can be employed when
specifying temporal distributions in a dynamic Bayesian network. For exam-
ple, instead of having to specify P (X(t)|X(t−1)), we can specify P (X(t),X(t−
1)). For continuous distributions such as those found in Auto regressive,
Vector Autoregressive, Hidden Markov and Kalman filter models, this means
that instead of specifying distributions in terms of current values plus weighted
previous values (regression coefficients), we can specify them using their
joint equivalent. This allows distributions to be specified in terms of auto
covariances / cross covariances which in many circumstances can be more
natural.
6.4.4. Evidence
A further advantage of this representation is that we do not lose the dis-
tinction of a variable, and therefore we can apply evidence to each variable
individually within a node that contains multiple variables. In fact, some
variables can have missing data, and we can still incorporate soft/virtual
evidence on individual variables.
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Table 6.6.: Iris MVN P (Observations|Cluster2)
Mean 5.006 3.418 1.464 0.244
Cov(Sl) 0.122 0.098 0.016 0.010
Cov(Sw) 0.142 0.011 0.011
Cov(Pl) 0.030 0.006
Cov(Pw) 0.011
Table 6.7.: Iris MVN P (Observations|Cluster3)
Mean 5.915 2.778 4.202 1.297
Cov(Sl) 0.275 0.097 0.185 0.054
Cov(Sw) 0.093 0.091 0.043
Cov(Pl) 0.201 0.061
Cov(Pw) 0.032
6.5. Decomposition
Bayesian networks with MVN nodes can be fully decomposed into their sin-
gle variable node equivalents, or partially decomposed, using algorithm (13)
which is based on equation (6.2) straight from probability theory. We do
not need to decompose an MVN network to perform inference, however it
is useful to examine the equivalent SVN network and for testing software
implementations of MVN inference.
P (X,Y|Z) = P (X|Y,Z)P (Y|Z) (6.2)
If we recursively apply this equation to an MVN node, we can transform
it into a number of equivalent SVN nodes. Note that discrete variables must
be decomposed before continuous variables, otherwise continuous nodes will
have discrete children which is not allowed (see (6.3.5)). If during decom-
position, a link is created with zero weight connecting two SVN nodes, that
link can be dropped.
Figure (6.2) shows a fully decomposed MVN Iris model from figure (6.1).
Note that there are many ways a network can be decomposed depending
on the order variables are decomposed from nodes. The order chosen in
figure (6.2) was arbitrary. The decomposed network is equivalent to the
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Table 6.8.: Iris SVN P (Sl|Cluster)
Cluster1 Cluster2 Cluster3
Mean 6.545 5.006 5.915
V ar 0.387 0.122 0.275
Table 6.9.: Iris SVN P (Sw|Sl, Cluster)
Cluster1 Cluster2 Cluster3
Mean 1.390 −0.623 0.695
V ar 0.088 0.063 0.059
Weight(Sl) 0.238 0.807 0.352
original network with the same number of parameters.
The steps involved in this decomposition are detailed below, where U =
the universe of variables, Sl = Sepal Length, Sw = Sepal Width, Pl = Petal
Length, Pw = Petal Width, and C = Cluster.
P (U) = P (Sl, Sw, P l, Pw|C)P (C)
= P (Sl|C)P (Sw,P l, Pw|Sl, C)P (C)
= P (Sl|C)P (Sw|Sl, C)×
P (Pl, Pw|Sl, Sw,C)P (C)
= P (Sl|C)P (Sw|Sl, C)P (Pl|Sl, Sw,C)×
P (Pw|Sl, Sw, P l, C)P (C) (6.3)
Algorithm 13 details the steps required to fully decompose an MVN net-
work.
If we wish to partially decompose a network we can simply skip the de-
composition of certain variables for a particular node.
6.5.1. Composition
Composition is the opposite to decomposition, and can be used to amal-
gamate nodes (see equation (6.2)). This process is similar to junction tree
construction, however it maintains the directed links.
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Algorithm 13: Full MVN decomposition
Input: network
sort = TopologicalSort (network);
foreach node in sort do
// DiscreteFirst returns the variables, with discrete
before continuous
order[] = DiscreteFirst (node.V ariables);
newNodes[]; // Initialize array to hold new nodes
for i = 0; i < order.Count; i++ do
newNodes[i] = newNode(order[i]);
foreach parent in Parents (node) do
AddLink (parent, newNodes[i]);
for i = 0; i < order.Count; i++ do
for j = i + 1; j < order.Count; j++ do
AddLink (newNodes[i], newNodes[j]);
distribution = node.Distribution;
for i = order.Count - 1; i >= 0; i−− do
variable = order[i];
// Marginalize variable out of distribution
marginal = Marginalize (distribution, variable);
// Divide (or complement) is the opposite of
multiply
complement = distribution/marginal;
newNodes[i].Distribution = complement;
distribution = complement;
Remove (network, node);
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Table 6.10.: Iris SVN P (Pl|Sl, Sw,Cluster)
Cluster1 Cluster2 Cluster3
Mean 0.169 0.801 −0.076
V ar 0.089 0.027 0.065
Weight(Sl) 0.750 0.147 0.514
Weight(Sw) 0.137 −0.021 0.45
Table 6.11.: Iris SVN P (Pw|Sl, Sw, P l, Cluster)
Cluster1 Cluster2 Cluster3
Mean 0.254 −0.278 −0.139
V ar 0.052 0.010 0.009
Weight(Sl) −0.125 0.025 −0.055
Weight(Sw) 0.436 0.0489 0.312
Weight(Pl) 0.231 0.157 0.213
6.6. MVN Inference
Inference in MVN Bayesian networks is largely the same as for SVN net-
works, however there are a number of important differences.
• We can query a node, a group of nodes, a variable, or more than one
variable which may span multiple nodes
• Evidence can be applied at the granularity of a variable, so a node
may be partially instantiated if some variables have missing data.
6.6.1. Relevance Query for MVN
The Bayes Ball algorithm [Shachter, 1998] can be used in much the same
way as for an SVN network to determine which distributions are needed
to calculate the marginal distribution of a set of nodes given the evidence.
However because an MVN node has more than one variable, evidence may be
entered on some but not all of the variables. In this case we say that a node
has been partially instantiated or has partial evidence. Partial evidence can
also occur when a variable has virtual/soft evidence.
The Bayes Ball algorithm is outlined in algorithm (14). For details refer
to [Shachter, 1998].
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Algorithm 14: Bayes Ball algorithm
Input: queryNodes
queue = new Queue();
foreach queryNode in queryNodes do
queue.Add(queryNode, visitFromChild);
while queue.Count > 0 do
node = queue.Dequeue();
MarkVisited (node);
if visitedFromChild then
if HasEvidence (node) then
continue;
if !MarkedOnBottom (node) then
// see Bayes Ball algorithm for dealing with
deterministic nodes here
MarkBottom (node);
QueueChildren (node, queue);
if !MarkedOnTop (node) then
MarkTop (node);
QueueParents (node, queue);
else
if HasEvidence (node) then
if !MarkedOnTop (node) then
MarkTop (node);
QueueParents (node, queue);
else
if !MarkedOnBottom (node) then
MarkBottom (node);
QueueChildren (node, queue);
// irrelevant nodes are NOT marked on the bottom
// requisite probability nodes are marked on top
// requisite evidence nodes are those evidence nodes
marked as visited
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Figure 6.14.: Diagonal Iris Mixture Model
First we extend the Bayes Ball algorithm to cope with virtual evidence.
We then use the same technique to deal with partial evidence on MVN
nodes.
Consider an SVN Bayesian network with node A containing a single vari-
able A with states True and False, shown in figure (6.15). The distribution
for A is shown in table (6.12).
Figure 6.15.: Bayes Ball Virtual A
If we apply virtual evidence [0.1, 0.9] to A, the resulting marginal for A
can be calculated as follows:
P (A|evidence) = normalize(P (A)P (evidence)) = normalize([0.2∗0.1, 0.8∗
0.9]) = [0.027, 0.973]
When node A has virtual evidence it is well known [Jensen and Nielsen,
2007] that an equivalent network can be constructed by adding a child node
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Table 6.12.: P (A)
A = True A = False
0.2 0.8
B (with a single variable) shown in figure (6.16) with a distribution that
matches the virtual evidence applied to A, shown in table (6.13).
Figure 6.16.: Bayes Ball Virtual A B
Table 6.13.: P (B|A)
A B = True B = False
True 0.1 0.9
False 0.9 0.1
Instead of having virtual evidence on A we remove the evidence from A
and set B = True.
P (A|evidence) = normalize(P (A)P (B = True|A) = normalize([0.2 ∗
0.1, 0.8 ∗ 0.9]) = [0.027, 0.973]
In the Bayes Ball algorithm (14) when we visit (from its parent) a node
that has evidence, we queue the parent node to be visited from its child.
Therefore the algorithm can be extended so that whenever we encounter
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virtual evidence on a node A we additionally queue node A to be visited
from a (virtual) child.
When we have partial evidence on an MVN node it works in the same
way: we have not fully instantiated the node, however we are altering the
distribution. Consider the MVN network in figure (6.17) with hard evidence
on B2. Because B1 does not have evidence, node B is partially instantiated.
Figure 6.17.: MVN Bayes Ball
Figure (6.18) shows the same network decomposed. Keeping the evidence
the same, this illustrates how the technique works. Node B1 now has a child
with evidence, and will therefore be queued to be visited via a child.
6.7. Conclusion
This chapter has outlined the major advantages of MVN networks, which are
performance gains, graphical simplicity and an alternative parameterization.
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Figure 6.18.: MVN Bayes Ball decomposed
In practice they become an indispensable tool, particularly when building
models of multivariate continuous data, using techniques (or extensions of
them) such as Hidden Markov Models, Kalman filters and Vector Auto
Regressive models.
6.7.1. Further work
The following items are of interest for further work.
• Automatically determining possible groupings of variables into MVN
nodes during or after the learning of a Bayesian network. This would
reduce the current requirement of manually grouping the variables. It
might be possible to automatically group variables together based on
relationships in the data, or an algorithm could suggest combinations
of SVN nodes which convert an SVN network which is not currently
a tree into an MVN network which is a tree, in order to increase the
performance of inference.
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• A comparison between MVN networks and Markov Random Fields
(MRF) which have only undirected links, and Chain graphs which
allow networks to have both undirected and directed links.
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7. Numerically stable inference
7.1. Abstract
In the absence of a recognized approach, we present a new structured algo-
rithm for dealing with the problems of underflow and overflow that arise
during floating point exact inference with Bayesian networks, especially
large discrete networks, networks with continuous variables, and dynamic
Bayesian networks.
We present a novel technique, which in many cases facilitates the use
of single precision arithmetic, providing reduced memory consumption and
performance gains.
7.2. Notation
For subsequent notation, please refer to section (1.3). As before, in fig-
ures depicting Bayesian networks, continuous variables are identified using
brackets, for example (X).
7.3. Motivation
This work was originally driven by the need to perform inference on Bayesian
networks with continuous variables, and dynamic Bayesian networks, with-
out the system reporting inconsistent evidence or underflow. It quickly
became apparent that a structured approach was not available, highlighted
by the fact that many consistent queries would fail on commercial software.
An additional motivation was to achieve finer granularity when calculat-
ing the Probability of Evidence (likelihood), for applications that perform
anomaly detection, as many systems simply report a log likelihood of −∞
(equivalent to a likelihood of zero), when much higher granularity is possible,
as shown in this thesis.
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Fundamentally, exact inference in Bayesian networks is the repeated mul-
tiplication and addition of probability values [Kschischang et al., 1998;
Aji and McEliece, 2000]. Since discrete probability values lie in the interval
[0, 1], calculations during inference can become small quickly, and lead to
underflow when using single or double precision floating point arithmetic.
Although the problems can arise in small networks, as the scale of net-
works increases the problem is exacerbated. This is especially true for dy-
namic Bayesian networks, as their unrolled equivalent networks often have
long chains of hundreds or thousands of nodes.
When continuous Gaussian variables are incorporated into Bayesian net-
works, we have to cope with underflow, and also the possibility of overflow,
due to the fact that the Gaussian probability density function (pdf) returns
values in the interval [0,∞].
The problem we are addressing is different to that of combining likeli-
hood values from many queries, which is well understood. For example,
when we wish to calculate the likelihood P (e) over n queries, as is common
in parameter learning, p(e) =
∏n
i=1 P (ei). This expression can quickly lead
to underflow, so is rewritten using logarithms log(p(e)) =
∑n
i=1 log(p(ei)).
This text addresses the different but related problem of underflow or over-
flow within the scope of a single query.
The problem was illustrated in the UAI inference competition [UAI, 2006],
part of which required the calculation of the log-likelihood for a number
of individual Bayesian network queries. The likelihood P (e) is found by
marginalizing out all variables U in a Bayesian network, given the evidence
e: P (e) =
∑
U P (U). Table (7.1) shows the log-likelihood values from two
of the queries in the competition. Network 20 returned a log-likelihood of
-947.744249 and network 26 a value of -2242.50018. If we convert these
values back to likelihoods using double precision floating point arithmetic
we get zero.
Table 7.1.: UAI results
Network Log likelihood Likelihood
(double precision)
20 −947.744249 0.0
26 −2242.50018 0.0
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7.3.1. Existing techniques
Existing techniques, some of which are not formally documented, include:
• Reporting an error. (This does not usually distinguish between incon-
sistent evidence and underflow, and in the case of underflow can be
avoided)
• Rescaling all distributions by a constant multiplier. (This can quickly
lead to overflow)
• Rescaling all distributions to sum to unity, after all operations dur-
ing inference, as used in Hidden Markov Models and Kalman Filter
Models. See scaling factors [Bishop, 2006]. (Can lead to underflow in
more general Bayesian networks)
7.3.2. Anomaly detection
Many anomaly detection algorithms rely on the log-likelihood of a query
to determine how anomalous data is. Without a technique to avoid under-
flow, an anomaly detection algorithm using double precision arithmetic is
restricted to a minimum log likelihood of ≈ −744. It is then not possible
to discriminate between any queries that fall below that value. This can
be a problem, as many large discrete networks, networks with continuous
variables, and dynamic Bayesian network often return values that exceed
this threshold, even when the data is not anomalous.
7.3.3. EM Learning
During the initial iterations of EM learning, since parameters can be a bad
fit, it is common for queries to return large negative log likelihood values.
For example, an individual dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) query might
return a log likelihood of -75000. Note that this is not the accumulated
log-likelihood from all the training data, but just from a single query.
7.3.4. Marginals
Underflow and overflow not only causes problems when calculating the log-
likelihood of an individual query, but also when calculating marginal dis-
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tributions such as P (A|e) where e represents the evidence, as illustrated in
section (7.4.2).
7.3.5. Summary
In this thesis we extend and combine two techniques developed for Hidden
Markov models. The first is an extension to a technique referred to as Scal-
ing Factors [Bishop, 2006], and the second uses log normalization [Mann,
2006]. While Scaling factors are suitable for certain classes of Bayesian net-
work (given that Hidden Markov Models and Linear Kalman Filter Models
can be represented as Bayesian networks), extensions are required for more
general Bayesian networks and dynamic Bayesian networks.
7.4. Examples
7.4.1. Inconsistent Evidence
It is important to distinguish between inconsistent evidence, which occurs
when the probability of evidence equals zero, and underflow which also
results in a zero probability when using floating point arithmetic. Both
situations result in a query that cannot be used, however the latter can
be avoided. Consider the simple Bayesian network in figure (7.1). It
contains two discrete nodes, Gender with states Male and Female, and
Pregnant with states True and False. In this network the P (Pregnant =
True|Gender = Male) = 0. Therefore if the evidence Pregnant = True
and Gender = Male is entered, the evidence is termed inconsistent. This
is different to underflow, as whatever precision arithmetic we choose P (e)
will always be zero.
In some cases, probability values become very small legitimately, and
therefore the reporting of either inconsistent evidence or underflow is ac-
ceptable. However in many cases, since Bayes Theorem requires that we
normalize when calculating marginal probabilities, it is the relative magni-
tude of probabilities that are of interest during inference. Therefore, prob-
lems arise when underflow causes these values to become zero, when in
relative terms they are still valid.
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Figure 7.1.: Pregnant
7.4.2. Underflow
In order to keep the following underflow example simple, we are using a small
network with evidence that would be considered anomalous. In practice
however, values need not be anomalous to cause underflow.
Consider the Bayesian network in figure (7.2), with distributions shown
in tables (7.2,7.3,7.4 and 7.5). Nodes A1, A2 and A3 are discrete with
states False and True. Nodes B1, B2 and B3 are continuous, denoted in
figure (7.2) by surrounding the name with braces ( ).
Table 7.2.: P (A1)
A1 = False A1 = True
0.2 0.8
Table 7.3.: P (A2|A1)
A1 A2 = False A2 = True
False 0.3 0.7
True 0.9 0.1
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Figure 7.2.: Underflow example
Table 7.4.: P (A3|A2)
A2 A3 = False A3 = True
False 0.3 0.7
True 0.9 0.1
Given evidence e of B1 = 0, B2 = 0 and B3 = 0, we will calculate
P (A3|e) by normalizing P (A3, e) shown in equation (7.1).
P (A3, e) =
∑
A1,A2,B1,B2,B3
P (A1)P (A2|A1)×
P (A3|A2)P (B1|A1)×
P (B2|A2)P (B3|A3) (7.1)
Because we know B1,B2 and B3 have evidence, equation (7.1) can be
rewritten as equation (7.2), where a lower-case letter indicates a variable
has evidence.
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Table 7.5.: P (B1|A1), P (B2|A2), P (B3|A3)
B A = False A = True
Mean -10 11
V ariance 0.2 0.2
P (A3, b1, b2, b3) =
∑
A1,A2
P (A1)P (A2|A1)×
P (A3|A2)P (b1|A1)×
P (b2|A2)P (b3|A3) (7.2)
The evidence nodes B1, B2, B3 all have the same pair of Gaussian distri-
butions shown in table (7.5). For example, P (B1|A1 = False) ∼ N(−10, 0.2)
and P (B1|A1 = True) ∼ N(11, 0.2). We know that B1 = 0, therefore from
the density given in equation (7.3) P (b1|A1 = False) = 2.3811×10−109 and
P (b1|A1 = True) = 3.7698 × 10−132. The same results apply to P (b2|A2)
and P (b3|A3) as they have the same distribution and evidence as B1.
P (x) =
1
σ
√
2pi
e−(x−µ)
2/2σ2 (7.3)
We will start by marginalizing out A1 as shown in equation (7.4).
P (A3, b1, b2, b3) =
∑
A1
P (A1)P (A2|A1)P (b1|A1)∑
A2
P (A3|A2)P (b2|A2)P (b3|A3) (7.4)
Using the earlier result that P (B1 = 0|A1) = [2.3811 × 10−109, 3.7698 ×
10−132], the multiplication P (A1)P (b1|A1) which we will label φA1 is shown
in equation (7.5).
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φA1 = P (A1)P (b1|A1)
= [0.2× 2.3811× 10−109, 0.8× 3.7698× 10−132]
= [4.76× 10−110, 3.02× 10−132] (7.5)
Equation (7.6) shows the result of marginalizing out A1 using standard
probability operations (i.e. summing over the states in A1).
φA1
′ =
∑
A1
φA1P (A2|A1)
= [4.76× 10−110 × 0.3 + 3.02× 10−132 × 0.9,
4.76× 10−110 × 0.7 + 3.02× 10−132 × 0.1]
= [1.428× 10−110, 3.332× 10−110] (7.6)
Substituting φA1
′, equation (7.1) yields equation (7.7).
P (A3, b1, b2, b3) =
∑
A2
φA1
′P (A3|A2)P (b2|A2)×
P (b3|A3) (7.7)
We have shown that P (B2 = 0|A2) = [2.3811× 10−109, 3.7698× 10−132],
which leads to equations (7.8 and 7.9).
φA2 = φA1
′P (b2|A2)
= [1.428× 10−110 × 2.3811× 10−109,
3.332× 10−110 × 3.7698× 10−132]
= [3.4002× 10−219, 1.2561× 10−241] (7.8)
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φA2
′ =
∑
A2
φA2P (A3|A2)
= [3.4002× 10−219 × 0.3 + 1.2561× 10−241 × 0.9,
3.4002× 10−219 × 0.7 + 1.2561× 10−241 × 0.1]
= [1.0201× 10−219, 2.3801× 10−219] (7.9)
We have also shown that P (B3 = 0|A3) = [2.3811 × 10−109, 3.7698 ×
10−132], which leads to equation (7.10).
φA2
′P (b3|A3) = [1.0201× 10−219 × 2.3811× 10−109,
2.3801× 10−219 × 3.7698× 10−132]
= [0.0, 0.0] (7.10)
Equation (7.10) illustrates the problem of underflow. Using double preci-
sion floating point arithmetic we are left with a distribution of zeros. This
is problematic, because during normalization, we are attempting to divide
by zero.
7.5. Scaling factors
In this section we review scaling factors and present extensions to general
Bayesian networks and dynamic Bayesian networks, with both discrete and
continuous variables.
7.5.1. Rescaling
Rescaling is simply the process of multiplying each discrete probability value
in a distribution by a scalar amount. For example we might rescale the dis-
tribution [0.2, 0.3, 0.5] by 2, resulting in [0.4, 0.6, 1.0]. The resulting distri-
bution is often referred to as a potential. The amount by which we rescale
is called a scaling factor.
Inference in Bayesian networks operates on tree structures, whether they
are explicit, as in the Junction Tree algorithm, or implicit as in the Vari-
able elimination algorithm. This is to avoid double counting of probabilities
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[Pearl, 1988] which can occur when undirected cycles are present in a net-
work. The fact that we are operating on a tree, allows us to rescale a
distribution in the tree at any point during inference, without affecting the
end result. This is because the end result is always normalized to form a
probability distribution. We must however, adjust the likelihood/log likeli-
hood whenever we rescale, as shown in equation (7.19).
7.6. Log normalization
While we could perform all calculations in log space, the drawback is per-
formance, and hence we describe a hybrid approach, in which log space is
only used during instantiation (entering evidence).
While underflow can occur when instantiating one or more discrete vari-
ables, empirically it occurs much more frequently with continuous variables.
Since the continuous case is a superset of the discrete case, we describe it
below.
When instantiating continuous variables in a Bayesian network, we are
operating on a mixture of multivariate Gaussians. Part of the instantiation
process, is multiplying the current probability of each mixture (table entry)
by the pdf of the corresponding multivariate Gaussian distribution.
There are two numerically unstable calculations that can lead to under-
flow. The first during calculation of the pdf, and the second when multi-
plying (weighting) the current probability of the mixture by that pdf.
7.6.1. Multivariate pdf calculation
Underflow can often occur when calculating the pdf of a univariate Gaussian.
However with a multivariate Gaussian, the chances of underflow increase
with the number of variables that are instantiated simultaneously, even if
individually they are plausible. For example 0.01 * 0.01 * 0.01 * ... * 0.01
soon underflows.
7.6.2. Pdf weighting
Underflow can also occur when multiplying the pdf by the current proba-
bility, since we are multiplying together two potentially small values.
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To circumvent both problems, we can perform both the multivariate pdf
calculations, and the weighting, entirely in log space. Note that all references
to log space refer to natural logarithms, since Gaussian distributions are
exponential distributions.
This leaves us with a mixture of log values, which we then need to rescale,
using the process described in section (7.7). However, in order to rescale we
need to calculate the sum of the log values. If we exponentiate each value,
and then sum, we risk underflow, so we perform a numerically stable sum
as derived in equation (7.11).
The entire rescaling process is shown in algorithm (15).
m = max
i
xi
log
∑
i
exi = log
∑
i
em
em
exi
= log (em
∑
i
1
em
exi)
= log em + log
∑
i
e−mexi
= m+ log
∑
i
exi−m (7.11)
Algorithm 15: Log normalization
Input: logValues, targetSum, logLikelihood
// targetSum is the desired sum after rescaling
maxLogValue = max(logValues);
sumDiff = 0;
for i=0 ; i < logV alues.Length ; i++ do
sumDiff += exp(logValues[i] - maxLogValue);
logSum = maxLogValue + log(sumDiff);
logTargetSum = log(targetSum);
logLikelihood += logSum - logTargetSum;
for i=0 ; i < logV alues.Length ; i++ do
logValues[i] = exp(logTargetSum + logValues[i] - logSum);
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7.7. Distribution rescaling
7.7.1. Head & tail variables
In the conditional probability distribution P (X|Y), X are referred to as
Head variables and Y as Tail variables. Graphically, Head variables are
equivalent to child nodes, and Tail variables to parent nodes in a Bayesian
network.
The technique we present in this thesis, requires that we keep track of
whether a variable is Head or Tail in any distribution (potential) during
inference. Variables change from Tail to Head or back again according to
equations (7.12 and 7.13) from probability theory.
P (X|Y)P (Y) = P (X,Y) (7.12)
P (X,Y)
P (Y)
= P (X|Y) (7.13)
7.7.2. No evidence
Conditional probability distributions
A discrete conditional probability distribution P (X|Y) has the property
shown in equation (7.14). i.e. given a tail (parent) combination y, the
discrete probability values of the head (child) X sum to 1.
∑
P (X|Y = y) = 1 (7.14)
For example, consider the conditional probability distribution P (B1, B2|A1)
shown in table (7.6). The head (child) variables are B1 and B2, and the
tail (parent) variable is A1. This is depicted graphically in figure (7.3). In
this example
∑
P (B1, B2|A1 = True) = P (B1 = True,B2 = True,A1 =
True) + P (B1 = False,B2 = True,A1 = True) + P (B1 = True,B2 =
False,A1 = True) + P (B1 = False,B2 = False,A1 = True) = 0.2 + 0.3 +
0.4 + 0.1 = 1.
Notice that the sum of all the probability values in a conditional dis-
tribution does not necessarily equal 1 as shown in the previous example.
However, if we know which variables are head and which are tail we can
determine this sum using equation (7.15).
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sum =
{ ∏
X∈tail |X| if tail 6= ∅
1 otherwise
(7.15)
Without evidence, when two distributions are combined during inference,
the resulting distribution retains the property shown in equation (7.14).
Therefore with no evidence, we do not need to normalize the results of
a query. This follows from equation (7.16), since with no evidence the
probability of evidence P (e) equals 1.
Table 7.6.: P (B1, B2|A1)
A1 B2 B1 = True B1 = False
True True 0.2 0.3
True False 0.4 0.1
False True 0.15 0.25
False False 0.1 0.5
Figure 7.3.: Discrete MVN
P (Q|e) = P (Q, e)
P (e)
(7.16)
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7.7.3. With evidence
When we apply evidence to a conditional distribution, we lose the property
shown in equation (7.14). For example, consider the distribution P (A,B)
shown in table (7.7). If we set B = False then the resulting distribution is
shown in table (7.8). The sum now equals 0.38.
Table 7.7.: P (A,B)
A B = False B = True
False 0.06 0.14
True 0.32 0.48
Table 7.8.: P (A,B = False)
A B = False B = True
False 0.06 0
True 0.32 0
7.7.4. Distribution rescaling
The simple but effective technique we introduce in this thesis, is called
Distribution Rescaling. Whenever distributions are combined, or a variable
is instantiated (evidence is applied to a distribution) we dynamically rescale
the resulting distribution such that equation (7.15) is maintained. It is this
operation that differentiates this approach from scaling factors, discussed
earlier.
Note that the overall sum of the distribution is the same as it would have
been with no evidence, however it does not ensure that the sum given each
parent combination is unity, as that would lead to incorrect values.
It is not enough to perform the rescaling only after an instantiation, as
combination (multiplication) operations can still lead to underflow.
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scaling factor(sf) =
∏
X∈tail |X|∑
afterTable
(7.17)
P (e)← P (e)× 1
sf
(7.18)
log(P (e))← log(P (e)) + log( 1
sf
) (7.19)
7.7.5. Log-Likelihood
If we require the log-likelihood of a particular query, because we are rescal-
ing distributions, we must take this into account as it will inversely scale the
probability of evidence P (e), also known as the likelihood. This will there-
fore affect the resulting log-likelihood. Equation (7.18) shows the amount by
which we must multiply the probability of evidence, while equation (7.19)
shows the amount we must add to the log-likelihood. See section (7.7.7) for
an example.
7.7.6. Dynamic Bayesian networks
Exactly the same technique can be applied to a dynamic Bayesian network
(DBN). As with non-temporal variables, distribution rescaling is applied
to temporal variables whenever an instantiation occurs or distributions are
combined.
7.7.7. Example
We will repeat the example given in section (7.4.2) using distribution rescal-
ing. The calculations will be the same, except that the distributions will
be rescaled. We will also extract the log-likelihood log(P (e)). To keep the
example simple, we only perform rescaling after evidence has been applied,
however in general rescaling is required after combination also.
Equation (7.5) shows the result of setting B1 to zero in P (B1|A1). Once
B1 has been instantiated we use the notation P (−|A1) to denote the result-
ing distribution, where the dash represents the empty set. We keep the dash
on the left hand side, to make it clear that A1 has not yet been promoted
from tail to head.
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Therefore using the distribution rescaling equation (7.17) we must rescale
so that the distribution sums to the product of the tail variable states, which
in this case is the number of states in A1 = 2.
P (−|A1) = [2.3811× 10−109, 3.7698× 10−132]∑
(P (−|A1) = 2.38× 10−109
scaling factor = 8.40× 10108 (7.20)
φA1 = P (A1)P (b1|A1)
= [0.2× 2.0, 0.8× 3.1664× 10−23]
= [0.4, 2.53× 10−23] (7.21)
φA1
′ =
∑
A1
φA1P (A2|A1)
= [0.4× 0.3 + 2.53× 10−23 × 0.9,
0.4× 0.7 + 2.53× 10−23 × 0.1]
= [0.12, 0.28] (7.22)
φA2 = φA1
′P (b2|A2)
= [0.12× 2.0,
0.28× 3.1664× 10−23]
= [0.24, 8.866× 10−24] (7.23)
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φA2
′ =
∑
A2
φA2P (A3|A2)
= [0.24× 0.3 + 8.866× 10−24 × 0.9,
0.24× 0.7 + 8.866× 10−24 × 0.1]
= [0.072, 0.168] (7.24)
φA2
′P (b3|A3) = [0.072× 2.0,
0.168× 3.1664× 10−23]
P (A3, e) = [0.144, 5.32× 10−24]
P (A3|e) = [1, 3.69× 10−23]
(7.25)
Log-likelihood
Calculating the log-likelihood log(P (e)) involves marginalizing out all the
variables in a Bayesian network, given the evidence. We can re-use the
calculations for P (A3|e) by noting that P (e) =∑A3 P (A3, e).
As shown in equation (7.18), whenever we rescale a distribution using
distribution rescaling, we are changing the end result by this multiplier.
Therefore we must multiply the P (e) by the reciprocal of this multiplier.
During the calculation of P (A3|e) we applied evidence 3 times, the multi-
plier for which is shown in equation (7.20). Equation (7.26) calculates the
likelihood and log-likelihood for each of these instantiations.
P (e) =
1
scaling factor
= 1.1905E − 109
log(P (e)) = −250.8074 (7.26)
Using logs to avoid underflow we can sum the log-likelihood value for
each of the 3 instantiations, such that the log-likelihood so far equals 3 ∗
−250.8074 = −752.4221.
To complete the calculation we must also include the
∑
A3 P (A3|e) shown
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in equation (7.27).
P (A3, e) = [0.144, 5.32× 10−24]∑
A3
P (A3, e) = 0.144
log(sum) = −1.9379
−752.4221− 1.9379 = −754.3600
(7.27)
7.7.8. Performance
In order to test the performance, we selected a range of query tasks from
the UAI inference competition [UAI, 2006], the results of which are shown
in table (7.9). The last two columns report the log-likelihood calculated by
each technique for each query. Note that calculated values correctly match
those expected by the UAI competition. Networks 20 and 26 were included
specifically because they exhibit low likelihood scores. The remaining net-
works were selected arbitrarily.
Table 7.9.: Performance of Distribution rescaling
Network Off (s) On (s) Off - Log L On - Log L
1 0.0020946 0.0022055 −14.22357878 −14.22357878
14 0.0770412 0.0837577 −20.75809305 −20.75809305
20 11.012526 11.3236120 Underflow −947.7863937
24 0.1474719 0.1524933 −685.4859774 −685.4859774
26 0.4091986 0.4031296 Underflow −2242.684853
104 0.0459215 0.0462456 −1.918716137 −1.918716137
106 0.1765977 0.1988026 −2.651434609 −2.651434609
The results show that there can be a small penalty for the additional work
required, however as shown on networks 20 and 26, without it we encounter
underflow, which is undesirable for the reasons stated earlier.
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7.7.9. Single precision arithmetic
In most scenarios, distribution rescaling coupled with log normalization fa-
cilitates the use of single precision arithmetic, instead of double precision
arithmetic.
As an illustration, we tested a number of different inference algorithms on
the problem described in section (7.3) and the majority returned the zero
likelihood results shown in table (7.1) using double precision arithmetic.
However when we switched on distribution rescaling, the correct results
were returned by all the inference algorithms using either double or single
precision arithmetic.
One clear advantage of using single precision arithmetic is that the mem-
ory required to store calculations is almost halved. This enhances the scala-
bility of algorithms, and also increases the use of fast memory caches found
on most computers, which are preferable to RAM.
Table (7.10) shows the result of tests performed on a number of large
Bayesian networks. The only significant result is network 5, which also had
the largest intermediate distributions (potentials) during inference. This in-
dicates that single precision inference can benefit from the reduced memory
consumption.
Table 7.10.: Floating point performance
Network Double precision (s) Single precision (s)
1 0.024 0.024
2 0.017 0.017
3 0.055 0.061
4 0.088 0.091
5 12.260 8.540
6 0.522 0.453
7 0.195 0.170
8 0.529 0.534
7.8. Conclusion
In this chapter we have presented a structured approach to avoiding under-
flow and overflow during exact inference. Without addressing the pitfalls
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associated with underflow, an inference algorithm will simply fail on a wide
range of valid queries, especially those involving large networks, networks
with continuous variables and dynamic Bayesian networks.
During our investigations, standard approaches that use a scalar value as
a heuristic to rescale distributions, often suffered from overflow, especially
with Dynamic Bayesian networks. Distribution rescaling however, ensures
that distributions are scaled in a localized manner, and have proven suc-
cessful in practice.
To take advantage of our approach, distributions must keep track of
whether variables are marked as head or tail in every distribution. How-
ever, empirically this incurs very little overhead, and has proven useful when
exploiting other techniques.
The algorithm presented is simple to implement, and successfully per-
forms perfectly valid queries which fail using popular commercial software
packages.
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8. Generalized fixed memory
inference
8.1. Abstract
The ability to perform exact probabilistic inference under fixed or limited
memory conditions, is important for a variety of applications. In this chap-
ter we explore the motivations for fixed memory inference, and then present
a novel algorithm which can be used to extend existing inference techniques
in a simple way.
For subsequent notation, please refer to section (1.3).
8.2. Introduction
Context based exact inference techniques for Bayesian networks, such as
relevance-based decomposition [Lin and Druzdzel, 1997], do not build global
structures that are used to evaluate all possible inference tasks. Instead they
concentrate on one query at a time, considering only those parts of the net-
work that are computationally relevant. Using these techniques often means
that many problems once considered intractable become computationally
feasible. However they can often exhaust available memory resources, at
which point conditioning techniques can be integrated to overcome memory
constraints.
The novel method we present in this text, performs conditioning dynami-
cally (i.e. on the fly), such that conditioning will be avoided unless resources
would otherwise be exhausted. We will refer to the technique as Context
Conditioning.
The following points, differentiate Context Conditioning from existing
techniques for limited memory inference such as Recursive decomposition
[Darwiche, 2000a].
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• Conditioning is performed dynamically, allowing conditioning patterns
to vary for each query.
• Context conditioning can easily be used to extend existing algorithms.
• Context conditioning can be applied to network fragments, such as
those used by Relevance based decomposition [Lin and Druzdzel, 1997].
With an efficient method for performing conditioning dynamically, the
scalability of many algorithms, such as variable elimination [Dechter, 1996],
junction trees [Jensen and Nielsen, 2007], or relevance-based decomposition
[Lin and Druzdzel, 1997], can be enhanced in a simple way. In addition
we can perform inference under limited (fixed) memory conditions, which
is important for server processing and embedded systems.
While increasing the scalability of inference algorithms is important, it is
equally important to check the following:
• Any sparse distributions (deterministic relationships) are handled by
an inference algorithm that supports them.
• The design of the network is sensible, such that the number of possible
combinations contained within any cliques during inference, can be
justified.
• Any appropriate modelling tricks are being employed [Kjaerulff and
Madsen, 2007].
8.2.1. Memory intensive queries
If a distribution is becoming so large that during the inference process you
exhaust available memory, it is important to evaluate the design of the
Bayesian network, as it is likely that the number of combinations being
generated are unfeasible, and the network needs restructuring, using tech-
niques from [Jensen and Nielsen, 2007] and [Kjaerulff and Madsen, 2007].
8.3. Motivation
This work originated from the need to perform inference, without exhausting
available memory, both on large scale Bayesian networks off-line, and on
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smaller networks in real time under fixed memory conditions. However, as
discussed below, the approach has wider applicability.
8.3.1. Processing multiple queries concurrently
The ability to process multiple queries concurrently is important in the
following scenarios:
• Handling multiple query requests on a probabilistic server (from one
or more users);
• Concurrently computing the sufficient statistics for multiple cases dur-
ing parameter learning;
• Computing a batch of queries (possibly from a large database table)
concurrently.
When processing multiple query requests concurrently it is important
that one request does not cause another to fail, when it would succeed
when executed in isolation.
8.3.2. Processing a single query on multiple threads
When parts of a single query are computed concurrently (e.g. different
branches of a tree executed in parallel), the resources consumed are greater
than those used when executed on a single thread. This means that each
thread must co-operate with other threads so that resources are not ex-
hausted.
8.3.3. Fixed memory requirements on board
Often, on-board systems, such as those found in aviation, restrict processes
to a fixed amount of memory. Therefore it is important that inference can
be performed within the given boundaries. In this text we address the
resources consumed by distributions created during inference, however we
do not address the memory consumed by data structures.
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8.4. Context conditioning
Elimination algorithms
We use the term ‘Elimination algorithms’ to refer to inference techniques
which build tree structures by eliminating variables. Trees, whose purpose
is to avoid the double counting of probabilities [Pearl, 1988], can be explicit
as in the Junction Tree algorithm [Jensen and Nielsen, 2007] and Recursive
Decomposition [Darwiche, 2000a] or implicit as in the Variable Elimination
algorithm [Dechter, 1996]. Either way, their use can significantly reduce
both the memory required, and the number of calculations performed, that
would be required by the joint probability.
However, the distributions (cliques) in the tree generated by these algo-
rithms can exhaust available memory, due to the fact that the size of a
distribution increases exponentially with the number of discrete variables.
Available memory may be restricted by the address space of the process
(e.g. 32 bit), by limited/fixed memory requirements, by other processes,
and by the maximum size of the file used for paging. Another consideration
is that when available RAM is exhausted, performance will degrade.
8.4.1. Conditioning
Conditioning is a simple technique, which is important for scalable infer-
ence algorithms, and is essentially a divide and conquer approach. The term
conditioning is used because the technique involves considering each pos-
sible instantiation of (conditioning on) one or more variables, and summing
the resulting calculations, to obtain the equivalent result. Conditioning can
be summarized by the following equation:
P (X = x) =
∑
c
P (X = x,C = c)
8.4.2. Context conditioning
During inference in Bayesian networks the size of tables grows exponentially
with the number of discrete variables, and therefore memory can easily
become exhausted. Conditioning overcomes this problem by performing
the calculations conditioned on one or more variables, therefore reducing
the number of variables in the calculations.
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For a Bayesian network over the variables U, in order to calculate P (Q|e),
i.e. the probability of Q given any evidence e, we must marginalize out the
variables U\Q from the joint probability distribution P (U):
P (Q|e) =
∑
U\Q
P (U)
If pa(Ui) denotes the parents of Ui then:
P (Q|e) =
∑
U\Q
∏
i
P (Ui|pa(Ui))
Many exact inference algorithms then use an elimination order (see sec-
tion (2.6)) and the distributive law (see section (2.5)) to simplify the calcu-
lations.
Figure 8.1.: Sample network
Consider the illustrative Bayesian network in figure (8.1). We can calcu-
late P (G) as follows:
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P (G) =
∑
A,B,C,D,E,F
P (A)P (B|A)P (C|A)P (D|B,C)
P (E|B,C)P (F |D,E)P (G|, F )
We can use an elimination order and the distributive law to perform
this calculation more efficiently. Using braces {} to denote the set of
variables that are eliminated at each stage, if we eliminate in the order
{A}, {B,C}, {D,E}, {F} then the calculation becomes:
P (G) =
∑
F
P (G|, F )
∑
D,E
P (F |D,E)
∑
B,C
P (D|B,C)P (E|B,C)
∑
A
P (A)P (B|A)P (C|A) (8.1)
We can represent equation (8.1) in a computation tree shown in fig-
ure (8.2).
∑
F
P (G|F ) ∑D,E
P (F |D,E) ∑B,C
P (D|B,C) P (E|B,C) ∑A
P (A) P (B|A) P (C|A)
Figure 8.2.: Computation tree for P (G)
Calculations proceed from the leaf nodes toward the root node. At each
internal node we marginalize out variables from the product of its children.
For example, in figure (8.2) we would start by multiplying together P (A),
P (B|A) and P (C|A), then marginalizing out A, then multiplying the result
by P (D|B,C) and P (E|B,C), then marginalizing out {B,C}, and so on.
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The computation tree is equivalent to equation (8.1).
Conditioning trees
If we have insufficient memory to calculate the entire tree in this fashion,
we can use conditioning on some or all of the remaining nodes to bridge
over a problematic section. Indeed we may have more than one bridging
section. In this text we call a subtree of nodes which require conditioning a
Conditioning tree. A conditioning tree is itself a computation tree.
To calculate the root of a conditioning tree, we condition on one or more
variables, such that the memory budget is not exceeded. For each com-
bination of conditioning variables X, we proceed as before, except that in
all distributions we only consider the values that correspond to the current
combination X = x. The root, is then simply the sum of these combinations.
This is similar to Recursive Conditioning [Darwiche, 2000a] however there
are a number of important differences:
1. For each query, we reduce the network to only relevant nodes.
2. We are operating on a subset of the entire computation tree.
3. We dynamically condition on different variables for each query as re-
quired.
8.4.3. Extending an existing algorithm
The appeal of context conditioning is that it can be used to extend exist-
ing algorithms. For example, consider the Variable Elimination algorithm
[Dechter, 1996]. Whenever we need to perform a multiplication of two or
more distributions, we consult our memory manager to determine whether
there is sufficient memory to perform the multiplication. If not, instead of
storing the result of the multiplication, we store the partial computation
tree. This partial computation tree will grow, until the root is small enough
to fit in memory, at which point, we calculate the root, conditioning on one
or more variables.
8.4.4. Choosing variables
When the root of a partial computation tree is computed, the system must
decide which variable or variables to condition on. Since we want to avoid
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conditioning if possible, this implies that we should condition on as few
variables as possible, while remaining within the memory budget. As we do
not know what a partial computation tree will look like until query time,
we must decide this process at runtime.
In this text we use an heuristic approach of recursively choosing a variable
that occurs most frequently in the largest (virtual) cliques that would be
formed if conditioning were not used, until the memory budget is no longer
exceeded.
This approach has the advantage that it is very cheap to compute, which
is critical as we are determining the conditioning variables at runtime, and
they may change on a query by query basis.
8.4.5. Example
Consider the partial computation tree in figure (8.3), taken from figure (8.2)
by bridging the gap between the nodes labelled
∑
A and
∑
B,C . We will as-
sume our memory budget does not allow us to store the intermediate distri-
bution P (B,C,D,E) that would result from P (D|B,C)P (E|B,C)P (B,C),
but does allow us to store the intermediate distribution P (b, C,D,E), i.e.
conditioning on (instantiating) B.
∑
B,C
P (D|B,C) P (E|B,C) P (B,C)
Figure 8.3.: Partial computation tree
Conditioning on B allows us to calculate the root of the partial compu-
tation tree P (D,E).
P (D,E) =
∑
B=b
P (D|b, C)P (E|b, C)P (b, C)
We will assume that all variables are discrete, with states False and True,
and the network has the distributions P (A), P (B|A), P (C|A), P (D|B,C),
P (E|B,C), P (F |D,E) and P (G|F ) shown in tables (8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 8.4, 8.5,
8.6, 8.7) respectively. Although not all distributions are required for this
example, we have included them for completeness.
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Table 8.1.: P (A)
A = False A = True
0.2 0.8
Table 8.2.: P (B|A)
A B = False B = True
False 0.25 0.75
True 0.1 0.9
The leaf distribution P (B,C) =
∑
A P (A)P (B|A)P (C|A) shown in ta-
ble (8.8) was calculated in the standard way.
As shown in the computation tree we need to calculate:
P (D,E) =
∑
B,C
P (D|B,C)P (E|B,C)P (B,C)
As we are conditioning on B this becomes:
P (D,E) =
∑
C
P (D|B = False, C)P (E|B = False, C)P (B = False, C)
+
∑
C
P (D|B = True, C)P (E|B = True, C)P (B = True, C)
(8.2)
Tables (8.9,8.10) show the result of these calculations. In this example
we are conditioning on a single variable, but we could have conditioned on
additional variables if required.
We then marginalize out C, as shown in tables (8.11,8.12).
Finally, we simply take the sum of table (8.11) and table (8.12), to get
the desired result P (D,E) as shown in table (8.13).
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Table 8.3.: P (C|A)
A C = False C = True
False 0.3 0.7
True 0.4 0.6
Table 8.4.: P (D|B,C)
B C D = False D = True
False False 0.15 0.85
False True 0.35 0.65
True False 0.22 0.78
True True 0.91 0.09
8.5. Conclusion
We have explored a number of scenarios in which limited memory inference
is increasingly important, and presented a new technique called Context
Conditioning, which can be used to extend existing algorithms, in order to
increase scalability and/or limit memory consumption. New algorithms do
not need to be written from scratch to benefit, and any code developed can
be shared between more than one inference algorithm.
8.5.1. Further work
Further investigation is required to quantify the advantages of this approach
under a variety of memory conditions. In addition, the algorithm which is
required to marginalize multiple tables under low memory, may benefit from
techniques introduced in Chapter (5).
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Table 8.5.: P (E|B,C)
B C E = False E = True
False False 0.55 0.45
False True 0.32 0.68
True False 0.99 0.01
True True 0.7 0.3
Table 8.6.: P (F |D,E)
D E F = False F = True
False False 0.67 0.33
False True 0.6 0.4
True False 0.8 0.2
True True 0.05 0.95
Table 8.7.: P (G|F )
F G = False G = True
False 0.04 0.96
True 0.19 0.81
Table 8.8.: P (B,C)
B C = False C = True
False 0.047 0.083
True 0.333 0.537
Table 8.9.: P (C,D,E|B = False)
C D E = False E = True
False False 0.0038775 0.0031725
False True 0.0219725 0.0179775
True False 0.009296 0.019754
True True 0.017264 0.036686
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Table 8.10.: P (C,D,E|B = True)
C D E = False E = True
False False 0.0725274 0.0007326
False True 0.2571426 0.0025974
True False 0.342069 0.146601
True True 0.033831 0.014499
Table 8.11.: P (D,E,B = False)
D E = False E = True
False 0.0131735 0.0229265
True 0.0392365 0.0546635
Table 8.12.: P (D,E,B = True)
D E = False E = True
False 0.4145964 0.1473336
True 0.2909736 0.0170964
Table 8.13.: P (D,E)
D E = False E = True
False 0.4277699 0.1702601
True 0.3302101 0.0717599
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9. Topological inference
9.1. Introduction
The Bayesian network inference technique we introduce here has the same
attractive properties as the well known poly-tree algorithm [Kim and Pearl,
1983]. However it is capable of inference on a wider class of models, and
to our knowledge has not yet been published. It is particularly useful for
absorbing nuisance graphs, evidence graphs in relevance reduced networks,
and calculating conflict measures.
For subsequent notation, please refer to section (1.3).
9.1.1. Topological sort
A topological sort of a Bayesian network is a partial ordering of the variables,
such that all variables are preceded by their parents.
All Bayesian networks have at least one topological sort, as they are
Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG) and therefore do not allow directed cycles.
The pseudo-code in Algorithm 16 efficiently finds a topological sort in
a Bayesian network, or indeed any Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), with
complexity O(|V | + |E|) where |V | is the number of nodes, and |E| is the
number of links.
9.2. Topological inference
Next we present a technique which we call Topological Inference. Consider
the case where there is no evidence (e = ∅). Each variable A in a Bayesian
network has an associated conditional distribution P (A|pa(A)) where pa(A)
denotes the parents of A and can be empty. If we know P (pa(A)) we can
calculate the joint probability as follows:
P (A, pa(A)) = P (A|pa(A))P (pa(A))
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Algorithm 16: Topological sort
Input: dag (Bayesian network)
sort← empty list;
parentCounts← zeros;
Q ← empty queue;
for n=0 ; n < dag.Nodes.Count ; n++ do
node = dag.Nodes[n];
parentCounts[n] = node.LinksIn.Count;
if parentCounts[n] = 0 then
Add node to Q;
current = 0;
while Q 6= ∅ do
node← dequeue from Q;
Add node to sort;
foreach link in node.LinksOut do
nodeChild = link.To;
childIndex = nodeChild.Index;
decrement parentCounts[childIndex];
if parentCounts[childIndex] = 0 then
Add nodeChild to Q;
if current 6= dag.Nodes.Count then
// error - invalid DAG
return sort;
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From this we can calculate the marginal probability of A:
P (A) =
∑
pa(A)
P (A, pa(A))
If the variables pa(A) are conditionally independent of each other (D-
separated), then P (pa(A)) equals the product of the parent marginals:
P (A, pa(A)) = P (A|pa(A))
∏
j
P (pa(A)j)
If we consider each variable from a topological sort in turn, the required
parent marginals are guaranteed to have already been calculated, subject
to the required conditional independence assumptions.
9.2.1. Conditional independence assumptions
While there are many Bayesian network structures that adhere to the afore-
mentioned conditional independence assumptions, if this is not the case,
often certain fragments of the network can be calculated using this scheme,
and the remainder calculated using other techniques.
There exist a number of efficient algorithms for determining conditional
independence (D-separation). The Bayes-ball algorithm [Shachter, 1998] is
efficient and easy to implement.
9.3. Incorporating evidence
9.3.1. Nuisance nodes
Most inference algorithms for Bayesian networks can benefit from relevance
techniques as described in [Lin and Druzdzel, 1997]. The general idea is
that inference focuses on one evidence scenario at a time, and only essential
information is requested, called the target variables.
The first step is to ignore computationally irrelevant variables. These are
variables that are conditionally independent (D-separated) from our target
variables or so called barren nodes [Lin and Druzdzel, 1997]. Barren nodes
are nodes that are neither evidence variables nor target variables, and have
no descendants that are not barren. We can use the Bayes-ball algorithm
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[Shachter, 1998] or an equivalent technique to detect both types of variables.
The resulting computations are usually vastly simplified.
It is important to note that these techniques can be incorporated into
most algorithms. For example the variable elimination algorithm [Dechter,
1996] could easily incorporate these techniques.
A further relevance based technique is the removal of nuisance nodes
[Lin and Druzdzel, 1997]. In this case the variables are computationally
relevant, however they do not take part in the propagation of evidence (see
section (2.8.5)). Groups of connected nuisance nodes are called nuisance
graphs, or nuisance trees for tree structures.
In certain circumstances nuisance graphs can be reduced efficiently, espe-
cially when they are trees.
Since no evidence is propagated through nuisance graphs, information will
only ever be propagated from parents to children (i.e. in topological order).
Therefore they are essentially Bayesian networks themselves without any
evidence entered. This means that the above technique can be applied.
9.4. Normalization
When a network over variables U has no evidence entered (e.g. a nuisance
graph), the likelihood will always equal 1.
P (U, e) = 1
Consider the binary variables A and B with states True and False. If we
are calculating P (B) =
∑
A P (A)P (B|A) then P (B = True) = 1− P (B =
False) because the normalization factor (likelihood) is 1. We therefore only
need to calculate P (B = True) = P (A)P (B = True|A).
9.5. Example
Consider the simple Bayesian network in figure (9.1), and the calculation of
both P (C) and P (D), with no evidence entered.
Since we are calculating more than one marginal distribution simultane-
ously we might consider building a join tree on the relevant variables and
then utilize a junction tree algorithm. All nodes are relevant to {C,D} and
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Figure 9.1.: Example Bayesian network
therefore we could use the join tree shown in figure (9.2). (See section (2.6.4)
for details of join trees).
Figure 9.2.: Join tree
Notice that the join tree involves a potential over A,B. This can be
avoided by noticing that A is conditionally independent of B (with no
evidence entered), and therefore P (C) =
∑
A,B P (C|A,B)P (A)P (B) and
P (D) =
∑
A,B P (D|A,B)P (A)P (B). It is easy to see why, in this case,
if we consider calculating P (C) separately from P (D). When calculating
P (C) alone, D is a barren node (2.8.4) and therefore the relevant network
becomes singly connected.
We can further reduce the required calculations. If, for example, C is
a binary variable with states True and False, then P (C = False) =
1 − P (C = True), because without evidence the normalization constant
(probability of evidence) will always be 1. Therefore we only need calculate
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P (C = True) which in this case reduces the necessary calculations by half.
9.6. Evidence graphs
It is possible to detect and remove other groups of nodes from a network.
The antithesis of nuisance graphs, are nodes in a network which serve no
purpose other than propagating evidence from child nodes to parent nodes.
Here we call connected nodes of this type Evidence graphs. If we take
the reverse topological order, we can detect them in the same way as for
nuisance graphs except that this time there is never any propagation from
parent to child.
Evidence graphs can be removed in a similar way to nuisance graphs,
except in reverse topological order.
9.7. Conflict
Bayesian network practitioners often use a conflict measure to determine if
data is unusual [Jensen and Nielsen, 2007; Kjaerulff and Madsen, 2007]. A
typical conflict measure is shown in equation (9.1), where P (e) denotes the
likelihood, or joint probability of evidence, and P (ei) denotes evidence set
on the ith variable. The higher the value returned by equation (9.1), the
greater the conflict.
The basic concept is that if the joint probability of evidence over all
variables P (e) is greater than the individual variable evidence combined,
then the evidence on variables supports each other (are correlated), whereas
if the joint is less, then the evidence is contradictory, or a rare case.
conf(e) = log
P (e1)P (e2)...P (ei)
P (e)
(9.1)
To calculate this conflict measure, P (e) is simply the likelihood reported
by the majority of Bayesian network software systems, and P (ei) can be
calculated from the network marginals when no evidence is present. For
example, for a discrete variable D we need P (D) with no evidence set, then
P (D = d) can be read from P (D).
Therefore, in order to calculate the conflict measure, we need to cache the
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marginal probability of any variables that might have evidence set. This is
where topological inference is useful, as the algorithm calculates marginals
when there is no evidence present.
9.8. Experimental results
The results tabulated in table (9.1) compare the time taken to calculate
all marginals of a few large Bayesian networks. A comparison was carried
out against a well known Bayesian network software vendor renowned for
fast inference. All the networks exhibited the conditional independence
assumptions in section (9.2.1). Each test was repeated 10 times, and the
average value taken. Standard deviations are not reported, as there was
very little variation.
The results show that the technique can be orders of magnitude faster. It
is clear however, that the gains are less notable, as the number of variables
increases. This is due to the current implementation of the algorithm we
employed to test for conditional independence, which we believe can be
improved with further work.
Table 9.1.: Preliminary experimental results
Network Time(secs)
Example Variables Topological inference Software vendor
1 229 0.006831874 0.8132489
2 553 0.0159484 0.2309556
3 3732 0.3730293 1.258185
9.9. Further work
In order to improve the performance of Topological Inference on networks
with large numbers of variables, further work is necessary to improve the
performance of the conditional independence algorithm we used [Shachter,
1998].
The first enhancement would be to simplify the algorithm to only cater
for scenarios with no evidence. Also when inspecting the parents of each
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node, we can focus the algorithm to only consider the other parents of the
node. These enhancements would dramatically reduce the search space, and
should therefore improve the scalability of the algorithm.
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10. Overall conclusions
In this text, we have presented existing techniques in a novel way in Chap-
ter (2), by presenting them as a catalogue of techniques which can be used
to build or extend inference algorithms.
We have also presented the following novel techniques which improve the
efficiency and scalability of exact inference with Bayesian networks.
• Dynamic Merged Iteration (Chapter 5)
• Multi variable nodes (Chapter 6)
• Distribution rescaling (Chapter 7)
• Generalized fixed memory inference (Chapter 8)
• Topological inference (Chapter 9)
Each technique has been explored in detail, with evidence demonstrating
its significance. All of the techniques are used in practice on a daily basis,
and have significantly increased the range of problems that can be tackled,
and expanded the number of available modelling techniques, so much so
that they have become embedded in our systems.
With increased applicability comes increased expectations, and as a result
of our investigations, we believe that there remain numerous areas which can
be explored further. In fact the material in this text represents about half
the algorithms developed during our investigation into efficient and scalable
inference techniques. These additional algorithms were not included be-
cause of time constraints. In addition, we compiled a list of approximately
300 potential new enhancements. We therefore believe that while the con-
tributions made in this text are significant, many exciting new possibilities
remain, some of which could build on work presented here. The following
sections contain suggestions for further work.
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• Dynamic Merged Iteration (section 5.6)
• Multi variable nodes (section 6.7.1)
• Topological inference (section 9.9)
• Generalized fixed memory inference (section 8.5.1)
When designing an intelligent system using Bayesian networks, it is im-
portant to re-iterate the point that the design of the network is of paramount
importance, as is the algorithm employed to perform inference.
If an ill-considered design or inappropriate algorithm is chosen, infer-
ence can fail, and blame is often incorrectly apportioned to the concept of
Bayesian networks. At the end of the day, Bayesian networks are no more
than the efficient application of Probability theory. It is the power and
flexibility of the Bayesian network paradigm, which often leads to its abuse.
In addition to further work on exact inference, another area we consider
important, but lacking in commercially available software, is that of aided-
design. In many ways Bayesian networks have similar characteristics to
database software, presenting all manner of challenges managing memory
and performance. Many database vendors provide advanced profiling tools
to guide the user in designing indexes and queries efficiently, and similar
techniques could be applied to aid the design of Bayesian network software.
To conclude, we believe that the use of Bayesian networks will increase
significantly over the next few years, as they make their way into mainstream
tools used for data analysis, data mining, machine learning and predictive
analytics. We have demonstrated new methods to increase the efficiency and
scalability that will be required to meet new demands from ever increasing
amounts of data, and we plan to continue our research using this exciting
technology.
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